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Chapter overview  

The aim of the previous chapters of this manual was to assist practitioners to understand 
the ERF and SCOA, the budget tables, key definitions for receipts and payments, and how 
to classify payments as current or capital using decision trees. This chapter explains how 
the segments are used in the financial system to record transactions within SCOA. 

The diagram below shows where we are in the learning material. 
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Learning Outcomes 

At the end of this chapter, a learner must be able to: 
 

 Identify the segments of SCOA to reflect the purpose of each segment. 

 Allocate a transaction using all segments of SCOA. 

 Use inter-relationships amongst all the segments of SCOA for allocation of 
transactions. 
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Definition of key concepts 

 

Infrastructure refers to capital assets that cannot be readily or 
economically removed or reused; they are immovable once 
constructed. 
Infrastructure assets, these assets usually display some or all of the 
following characteristics:  
(a) they are part of a system or network;  
(b) they are specialised in nature and do not have alternative uses;  
(c) they are generally immovable; and  
(d) they may be subject to constraints on disposal. 

Outsourced projects are projects where the department appoints a 

third party to carry out on its behalf. Outsourcing involves appointing 
one or more entities to take responsibility for a function or process for 
which the department remains accountable. 

Own-account projects are projects where the department 

purchases all the necessary inputs and uses its own resources to 
reach the goal. The department takes full responsibility for the inputs, 
processes and delivery of the outputs. 

Project is a collection of tasks usually of a multi-disciplinary nature to 

achieve a certain goal; for example, the construction of a new road. 
A project can consist of only a single contract; for example, 
outsourcing a road construction to a single provider; or to numerous 
service providers together constituting a project, such as separate 
contracts with an electrician, a plumber and a builder contracted to 
complete a maintenance project related to a school.  

Stand-alone items are individual goods and services usually bought 
from external providers, which are used in their own right and do not 
form part of a project; for example, purchases of computers and 
vehicles that are not part of a project constitute payments on stand-
alone items.  

Standard Chart of Accounts (SCOA) is a coded list of accounts in 
the general ledger that can be used to classify, record, and report for 
purposes of extracting management and financial reports. The SCOA 
is the structure of government accounts, whose aim is to harmonise 
the budgeting and reporting definitions of items of payments, 
receipts, assets and liabilities so that useful and reliable government 
financial information can be gathered. SCOA is a combination of the 
requirements of the ERF and annual financial statements. It is 
neither an accounting nor an economic framework but rather a 
workable compromise between the two. 
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4.1. Introduction 

The SCOA is the method used to allocate financial transactions in the financial system of 
national and provincial government. It consists of eight segments, as shown below. 

 

When recording a transaction, a selection must be made from the eight segments, meaning 
that all segments must be used for recording a single transaction. Each segment is 
important for the correct allocation of a transaction from different perspectives. For 
example, for the Economic Classification of transactions, correct classification of the 
Infrastructure, Item, and Asset segments is critical. Other classification perspectives require 
the remaining segments.  

When transacting on the financial system, a department should start its transaction process 
from the Infrastructure segment followed by the Item, Asset, Project, Fund, Objective, 
Responsibility and Regional segments. It is the responsibility of all participating officials and 
managers (capturers, approvers, checkers, reviewers, allocators, responsibility managers 
and programme managers) to ensure that allocation codes are correct. This improves the 
quality of information and reports extracted from the system of Government and thereafter 
potentially improved transparency, accountability, more informed decisions and ultimately 
enhanced governance. 

When selecting the appropriate classification code from a segment, the following questions 
need to be asked and answered: 

 

 Infrastructure segment: Does the spending relate to infrastructure? If so what type 

of infrastructure? What is the nature of the work done on the infrastructure? 

 Project segment: Does the transaction relate to a project? If so, what type of a 

project? 

 Objective segment: Against which programme or activity should the transaction be 

recorded? 

 Fund segment: Against which source of funding is the payment allocated, and 

against which source is revenue received? 

 Item segment: What is being bought and what is the source of the receipt? 

 Asset segment: Does the transaction relate to an asset or the use of an asset and if 

so, in which asset class? 

            Regional 

Responsibility 

Asset 

Item 

Objective  

Fund 

Project  

Infrastructure  

SCOA 
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 Responsibility segment: To which cost centre should the transaction be allocated? 

 Regional Identifier segment: In which region is the service delivered and in which 

region is the beneficiary that benefits from the transaction? 

 

Breakdown allowed provides for a further breakdown of a non-
posting level by the department. The Chart of Accounts will use 
‘Y’ to indicate that further breakdown is allowed or “N” to indicate 
that no further breakdown is allowed. Being able to use a further 
breakdown enables the department to provide more details of 
the non-posting level; for example, the asset code office 
equipment can be broken down to binding machines, laminating 
machines, etc. 

Category links are rules built into the system to limit the item 
choices for specific categories of transactions. The selection of 
the item codes is determined by the selection of the codes in the 
Infrastructure segment. 

Matching field is a special attribute that uniquely identifies 
items for reconciliation purposes on most of the 
control/suspense items within the Item segment type. Matching 
fields are required on most accounts when transactions are 
captured against asset and liability items. 

Non-posting level is the level or parent of an item in a segment 
to which a department is not allowed to post any transactions. It 
is used for grouping and provides for a level of reporting to 
management and the relevant treasury. To indicate non-posting 
levels, the segment detail should be flagged for expansion. 
These items are always distributed in an active status and 
cannot be modified or removed by the users. 

Posting level is the lowest level of an item in a segment where 
transactions must be posted. It is the lowest breakdown of the 
item type from the segment of the Chart of Accounts. Lowest 
level items are distributed in an inactive status as the users 
should select the required expenditure and income items that 
will be used within the department by re-instating them. 

See below for an extract of the Chart of Accounts. 

Item description SDNO POSTLEV LEVEL BRKALLOW 

FLEET SERVICES(F/SER) 640992 N 4 N 

 
FLEET SERVICES 716992 N 5 N 

  
F/SER:KILOMETERS 3498999 Y 6 N 

The Chart of Accounts provides for the use of category links in the BAS, this ensures that 
misallocation between different segments is minimised. 

The Infrastructure and Item segments have been designed to accommodate outsourced, 
own-account and stand-alone transactions.  
 
A selective distribution of items to relevant departments was implemented by the SCOA 
Technical Committee. This exercise is beneficial in terms of limiting inappropriate use of 
items which ordinarily should not be visible on other department’s databases. The full chart 
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of accounts will be available on the SCOA website, should the department require an item 
that they don’t have access to, the department must send a request to the SCOA Technical 
Committee for consideration and approval to grant access to the item.  
 
Transactional codes which have been created and have not been used in the past financial 
years have been removed from the current chart in an effort to streamline the chart for 
effective selection of correct allocation codes. 
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An activity is “outsourced” when the department appoints a 
third party to carry out specific projects on its behalf. There is a 
difference between an ad hoc “contracting out” and 
“outsourcing”.  “Contracting out” involves short-term 
assignments or specific projects whereas “outsourcing” involves 
appointing one or more entities to take responsibility for a 
function or process mainly related to infrastructure projects for 
which the department remains accountable. 

The following, individually or collectively, could indicate that a 
department has outsourced a project: 

 The department is not involved in the purchase of 
materials use as inputs to the project. 

 The project is fully carried out by the service provider and 
the department is only responsible for its management. 

 The third party only delivers the final product at the end of 
the project. 

 A single payment or a series of payments for the entire 
project are made to the service provider. 

In some instances, a department appoints multiple contractors 
with the specific skills and responsibilities required to complete 
the project; such a project is treated as an outsourced project.  

An activity is carried out on own-account when the department 

purchases all the necessary inputs and uses its own resources 
(such as labour, material and equipment) to plan, implement and 
execute the activity. Unlike in the case of outsourced projects, 
the department takes full responsibility for the inputs, processes 
and delivery of the project outputs. Inputs into the project may 
include the appointment of professional service providers such 
as engineers, architects and project managers; and the 
purchase of materials. Inputs also include small outsourced 
projects. An example would be the construction of a laboratory, 
forming part of a school building project implemented by the 
department on own-account, outsourced to a private firm. The 
entire project is on own-account, including the construction of 
the laboratory. 

The ‘outsourced’ and ‘own account’ line items have been 
removed from the Infrastructure and Item segment. While it is 
important to clearly distinguish between ‘outsourced’ and ‘own 
account’ transactions, it must be noted that this will not influence 
the posting level of the related transactions. The importance of 
knowing the distinction is so that responsible persons can use 
the decision tree to correctly calculate the cost of the own 
account projects. 
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4.2. Infrastructure segment 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Spending on infrastructure is a government priority. It is aimed at improving access to, and 
the quality of, service delivery; and as a means of, amongst others, addressing 
unemployment and poverty. The Infrastructure segment enables departments to monitor 
spending on infrastructure and improve its management. 

The purpose of the Infrastructure segment is to identify whether or not a spending item is 
related to infrastructure or not related to infrastructure. If so, does it relate to existing or new 
assets? And if it relates to existing assets, is the nature of the spending on maintenance, 
upgrades or refurbishments? 

Infrastructure refers to capital assets that cannot be readily or economically removed or 
reused; they are immovable once constructed. 
Infrastructure assets, these assets usually display some or all of the following 
characteristics:  

(a) they are part of a system or network;  

(b) they are specialised in nature and do not have alternative uses;  

(c) they are generally immovable; and  

(d) they may be subject to constraints on disposal. 

 

Infrastructure assets include: 

 residential buildings e.g. homes for the aged 

 non-residential buildings e.g. office buildings, schools 

 transportation structures e.g. roads, airports 

 water supply systems 

 sanitation system  

 storm water drainage. 
 

The Infrastructure segment is centrally controlled and standardised for all departments and 
is aligned to the Economic Classification. The segment identifies if spending is of a capital 
or current nature. It assists with completing the Infrastructure Reporting Model (IRM).  

The Infrastructure segment indicates the nature of spending on infrastructure and non-
infrastructure spending, such as current spending  (repairs and maintenance) with no 
further breakdown; the Project segment provides for the details of the different projects 
being undertaken. 

The Infrastructure segment should be used as the indicator segment for deciding the 
economic classification, and departments should start with the Infrastructure segment when 
coding transactions. This ensures optimal use of the category links and minimise the 
possibility of misclassification. The purpose of the infrastructure category type is to provide 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
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the link between the posting level items in the Infrastructure segment and those in the Item 
segment of the Chart. The infrastructure category type in the financial system ensures that 
items in the Item segment are linked to the correct posting level in the Infrastructure 
segment; this ensures correct classification and avoids inconsistencies. This link is pre-set 
in the systems environment; when an infrastructure category type is identified, a set of 
posting level items is provided in the Item segment that is linked to the infrastructure 
category.  

At the highest level, the Infrastructure segment distinguishes between departmental 
expenditure and non-expenditure transactions. Departmental expenditure is then further 
sub-classified into the Infrastructure and Non-Infrastructure classifications. As discussed in 
the Reference Guide to the new Economic Reporting Format (Blue Book), this provides for 
a direct link to the reporting requirements, where such a distinction is required. The 
infrastructure category makes it possible to distinguish between existing infrastructure, new 
infrastructure, infrastructure transfers, infrastructure payments for financial assets and 
infrastructure leases. 

EXPENDITURE 

  INFRASTRUCTURE  

  
 

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE  

  
 

NEW INFRASTRUCTURE  

  
 

INFRASTRUCTURE: TRANSFERS 

  
 

INFRASTRUCTURE: PAY FIN ASS 

  
 

INFRASTRUCTURE: LEASES 

  NON INFRASTRUCTURE 

  
 

NON INFRASTRUCTURE:CURRENT 

  
 

NON INFRASTRUCTURE:CAPITAL 

  
 

NON INFRA:TRANSFERS 

  
 

NON INFRA:PAY FIN ASS 

  
 

NON INFRA:INTERNAL CHARGES 

  
 

NON INFRA:DIRECT CHARGES 

  
 

NON INFRA:CARA EXPENDITURE  

  
 

NON INFRA:LEASES  

NON EXPENDITURE 

  GEN ACC CARA EXP 

  GEN ACC D/CHRG REV FND 

  GEN ACC DONOR EXP 

  GEN ACC OF REC 

  GEN ACC OF VOTE 

  GEN ACC OF TRUST FUNDS 

  RECEIPTS 

  
 

RECEIPTS 

  ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

  
 

ASSETS 

  
 

LIABILITIES 

  
 

NET ASSETS/EQUITY 

    CONVERSION 
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The key question in finding the appropriate classification code 
for an Infrastructure segment is,  
 
“Does the spending item relate to infrastructure, and does it 
show the type of infrastructure it relates to and the nature of the 
work done on the infrastructure?” 

4.2.2 Details of the infrastructure classifications 

The diagram below demonstrates the categories in the infrastructure segment 

 

4.2.2.1 New infrastructure assets 

Departments should use this category for transactions relating to new infrastructure assets. 
All spending under this category is of a capital nature. A department may purchase an 
infrastructure asset outright or undertake a project to construct such infrastructure asset. In 
both cases, the expenditure incurred is capital in nature and should be classified under new 
infrastructure assets. For new infrastructure assets constructed, a distinction is made 
between those constructed that are infrastructure but not heritage assets and those that are 
heritage assets. 
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4.2.2.2. Existing infrastructure assets 

Departments may incur expenditure on infrastructure assets already in existence (such as 
an existing road or hospital building) and which is either used by the department or by 
another department. Spending on existing infrastructure assets can be of a current 
(maintenance and repairs) nature or a capital (upgrade and additions or refurbishment and 
rehabilitation) nature. 

Maintenance and repairs 

This includes activities aimed at maintaining the capacity and effectiveness of an asset at 
its intended level. The maintenance action implies that the asset is maintained to retain its 
current condition and there is no significant enhancement to its capacity or value. This 
category is of a current nature. 

Upgrades and additions 

This includes activities aimed at improving the capacity or value and effectiveness of an 
asset above its current intended level. The decision to renovate, reconstruct or enlarge an 
asset is a deliberate investment decision which may be taken at any time. It is not dictated 
by the condition of the asset, but in response to a change in demand and/or in service 
requirements. This category is of a capital nature. 

Rehabilitation and refurbishment 

This includes activities required due to neglect, unsatisfactory maintenance or degeneration 
of an asset. The action implies that the asset is restored to its original condition, this 
enhances the capacity or value of an existing asset that has become inoperative due to its 
deterioration. This category is of a capital nature.  

It could be argued that rehabilitation and refurbishment are only necessary when an asset 
has been neglected for a certain period of time. Thus, the value of the asset is not 
enhanced relative to its original value which could imply that such a transaction should be 
classified under current payments. However, such transactions aim to bring back to 
working order a non-functioning asset from which no economic value could be derived. In 
that sense, the value of the asset is significantly enhanced and therefore the transaction is 
classified under capital payments. 

4.2.2.3. Infrastructure transfers 

Departments must record transfers related to infrastructure assets separately from non-
infrastructure related transfers. This is a requirement under the IRM.  

Infrastructure transfers (capital) 

This category is relevant when a department makes a transfer of funds that the beneficiary 
must use either for constructing new infrastructure; or for upgrades or additions to existing 
infrastructure assets, or refurbishment or rehabilitation of existing infrastructure.  
 

 

 
An example is the transfer of money by a Department to a 
municipality for the municipality to refurbish its office building. In 
this instance, it is the municipality that will enjoy the benefits from 
the refurbished office building and is therefore unrequited on the 
part of the Department. 
 

 

Infrastructure transfers (current) 
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This category is relevant when a department makes a transfer of funds to an entity to cover 
maintenance and repairs in respect of  buildings and other structures infrastructure. 
 

 

 
Another example is when a department makes a transfer of funds 
to a municipality so that the municipality can engage repairs and 
maintenance works on its municipal roads.  

 

4.2.2.4. Infrastructure payments for financial assets  

This category caters for concessional loans to other sectors of governments for 
constructing infrastructure assets. An example is the money loaned for the construction of 
the Gautrain. 

4.2.2.5. Infrastructure leases 

This category caters for the leasing of the asset class buildings and other fixed structures 
which includes, for example, office buildings, schools, clinics and hospitals. This category 
further makes a distinction between infrastructure leases: buildings on one side and 
infrastructure leases: other fixed structures on the other, for both finance and operating 
leases. This classification has been changed to align to infrastructure classification as 
noted in the Asset segment. 
 
The category infrastructure leases excludes leasing of machinery and equipment, software 
and intangible assets, biological assets, heritage assets as well as land and sub-soil 
assets.   

A lease is an agreement in terms of which, in return for a payment or series of payments, 
the lessor conveys to the lessee the right to use an asset for an agreed period of time. A 
lease can take the form of a finance lease or an operating lease. Both finance and 
operating leases of infrastructure assets are allocated to this category. 

 

A finance lease is a lease that substantially transfers all the 
risks and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset. Title may 
or may not eventually be transferred. Payments for a finance 
lease are always capital in nature. The category “infrastructure 
leases” is used to classify the recurring payments in terms of the 
lease agreement.  
 
The recurring payments are the total payment, which for finance 
lease includes an interest portion. This is not separately 
classified as interest; instead the total payment, which includes 
both the capital and interest, is classified as Infrastructure: 
Finance Leases Capital (e.g. FIN LEASES: BUILDINGS (CAP)) 
and in the Item segment, Purchase/Construction of capital 
assets (posting level FINANCE LEASES BUILDINGS). 
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An operating lease is a lease other than a finance lease. The 
risks and rewards of ownership are not transferred to the 
lessee. Payments for an operating lease are always current in 
nature. The category “infrastructure leases” is used to classify 
the monthly payments in terms of the lease agreement. For an 
operating lease, there is no distinction between capital and 
interest; the recurring fee is a fee for the right to use the asset. 

4.2.3 Details of the non-infrastructure classifications 

This category refers specifically to spending not directly related to the construction or 
purchase of infrastructure assets. Such spending can be either of a current or capital 
nature.  
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Leases 
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Capital 
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Revenue Fund 
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4.2.3.1 Non-infrastructure current 

This category includes current payments relating to stand-alone purchases of goods and 
services, including purchase of minor assets, purchases of stand-alone items as part of a 
current project, and purchases of goods and services relating to the maintenance and 

repair of a non-infrastructure asset.   

 

The following is an example of recording payments for stand-
alone services by a government department: 
 
The department pays fees to the Auditor General. This payment is 
allocated to NON INFRA/ST ALONE: CURRENT under the line item 
NON-INFRASTRUCTURE: CURRENT in the infrastructure segment. 

4.2.3.2 Non-infrastructure capital 

This category refers specifically to spending not directly related to the construction or 
purchase of infrastructure assets. It includes payments for non-infrastructure capital 
projects and for stand-alone items. Non-infrastructure assets include assets classified as 
machinery and equipment, movable heritage assets, biological assets, software and other 
intangible assets, land and sub-soil assets and specialised military assets. 

This category caters for the purchases of stand-alone capital assets and for separate 
capital assets not “consumed’ in projects.  It also includes upgrading, adding, rehabilitating 
or refurbishing or existing non-infrastructure assets.  

 

The following are examples of non-infrastructure capital 
purchases by a government department: 

 A department purchases 10 new motor vehicles as part of 
its fleet. The payment is allocated to NON 

INFRASTRUCTURE: CAPITAL in the Infrastructure segment. 
Further posting will be done to NON INFRA/ST ALONE: 

CAPITAL and the relevant asset class - NON INFRA S/A 

CAP:TRANSP EQUIP (posting level). 

 A department upgrades its audio visual equipment. The 
payment is allocated to NON INFRASTRUCTURE: CAPITAL 
in the Infrastructure segment. Posting level – 
N/INFRA:UPG&ADD:OTH MACH&EQUIPM. 

 A department purchases a capital asset to be utilised in a 
current project. The asset is allocated to NON 

INFRASTRUCTURE: CAPITAL. An example would be a data 
projector costing R12 000 purchased by the National 
Treasury as part of the project to roll out training for the 
SCOA implementation project. Posting level - NON INFRA 

S/A CAP:OTH MACH&EQP. 

 

4.2.3.3 Non-infrastructure transfers 
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Non-infrastructure transfers (current) 

This category is relevant when a department makes a transfer of funds that the beneficiary 
must use either for expenditure related to non-infrastructure minor assets,  or current 
payments such as compensation of employees and goods and services, or a transfer 
towards a maintenance and repairs project of a non-infrastructure asset. 
 

Non-infrastructure transfers (capital) 

This category is relevant when a department makes a transfer of funds that the beneficiary 
must use for non-infrastructure related capital expenditure such as the purchase of new 
capital assets, refurbishments or rehabilitation or upgrades and additions to existing non-
infrastructure capital assets.  

4.2.3.4 Non-infrastructure: Payments for Financial Assets  

This category is used when a department makes any payments for financial assets.  

 

An example of a transaction under this category would be, if in 
accordance with the department’s debt write off-policy, the 
Accounting Officer of a department writes off the telephone debt 
of an ex-employee who has passed away.  
 

4.2.3.5 Non-infrastructure: Internal Charges  

This category relates to goods and services, and capital assets produced by a department. 
This category accommodates internal charges: current and internal charges: capital. 

 

An example: The prison inmates at the Department of 
Correctional Services manufacture furniture which will be sold to 
other units within the department or to a third party. All the costs 
associated with the manufacturing of the furniture will be allocated 
to internal charges in the Infrastructure segment. 

4.2.3.6 Non-infrastructure direct charges against the revenue fund  

This category accommodates direct charges against the revenue fund expenditure and 
direct changes against the revenue fund transfers.  
 
Direct charges against the revenue fund expenditure  
Direct charges are amounts allocated to national/provincial departments in terms of specific 
legislation applicable to the department. The department is still accountable for the 
administration of the charge vested in them. Examples of expenditure allocated via direct 
charges to some departments for administration are: 

 Remuneration of Public Office Bearers Act, Act No 20 of 1998 - covering the President’s 
salary and the salaries of members of Parliament.  

 Remuneration and Allowances of Deputy Presidents, Ministers and Deputy Ministers 
Act, Act No 53 of 1994 – covering the salary of the Deputy President. 

 Judges’ Remuneration and Conditions of Employment Act, Act No 88 of 1989 – covering 
salaries and allowances of Judges and Judges seconded to governments of other 
countries. 
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Direct charges against the revenue fund transfer 
 
Direct charges against the revenue fund are amounts allocated to national/provincial 
departments in terms of specific legislation applicable to the department. Transfer 
expenditure against the revenue fund includes post-retirement benefits for Judges’ by the 
relevant department. 

4.2.3.7  Non-infrastructure: CARA expenditure 

The non-infrastructure CARA expenditure is split between current and capital. The Minister 
of Justice and Constitutional Development approves funds from the Criminal Asset 
Recovery Account (CARA). This account consists of all money derived from the execution 
and confiscation -by forfeiture orders contemplated in terms of the Prevention of Organised 
Crime Act, Act No. 121 of 1998. Payments from this account should be used against this 
item in the Infrastructure segment. 

4.2.3.8 Non-infrastructure leases 

This category caters for the leasing of the asset classes machinery and equipment, 
software and intangible assets, biological assets, heritage assets as well as land and sub-
soil assets. It excludes the leasing of the asset classes buildings and other fixed structures. 

The chart currently accommodates leasing accounts for transport equipment and other 
machinery and equipment.  

 

Please note:  
Should the department require an item such as non-infrastructure lease of an asset 
account not catered for by the chart (such as software and intangible assets), the 
department must send a request to the SCOA Technical Committee for consideration and 
approval for creation of such an item. 

A lease is an agreement in terms of which, in return for a payment or series of payments, 
the lessor conveys to the lessee the right to use an asset for an agreed period of time. A 
lease can take the form of a finance lease or an operating lease. Non-infrastructure leases 
are utilised for the payment of finance leases and of operating leases for non-infrastructure. 

 

A finance lease is a lease that substantially transfers all the 
risks and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset. Title may 
or may not eventually be transferred. Payments for a finance 
lease will always be capital in nature.  The category “non-
infrastructure leases” is used to classify the recurring payments 
as per the lease agreement. A recurring payment comprises of 
both capital and interest for finance leases. The interest portion 
of finance lease payments is not separately classified as 
interest; instead, the total payment, which includes both the 
capital and interest, is classified as payment for capital assets. 
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An operating lease is a lease other than a finance lease. The 
risks and rewards of ownership are not transferred to the 
lessee.  The payments for an operating lease are always current 
in nature. The category “non-infrastructure leases” is used to 
classify the monthly payments in terms of the lease agreement. 
For an operating lease, there is no distinction between capital 
and interest; the recurring fee is a fee for the right to use the 
asset. 

 

 

The following is an example of recording non-infrastructure 
operating or finance leases by a government department: 

   A department leases a photocopier for two years; the 
conditions of the lease reflect an operating lease. The 
payment is allocated to NON INFRA:OPERATING LEASES 

(CUR), in the Infrastructure segment. Posting level - NON 
INFRA:OPER LEASE OTH MCH&EQP. 

    A department leases a photocopier for five years. The 
photocopier has a life span of five years. Asset 
ownership is not transferred to the department at the end 
of the lease term. This payment is allocated to NON 

INFRA:FINANCE LEASES (CAP) in the Infrastructure 
segment. Posting level - NON INFRA:FIN LEASE OTH 
MACH&EQP. 

Any other cost incurred on leased assets must be allocated using the correct allocations in 
the Chart of Accounts; for example, outsourced maintenance work on a leased photocopier 
should be allocated to NON INFRA MAINT&REP:OTH MACH&EQP. 
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4.3 Project segment 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of the Project segment is to identify whether or not a payment is part of a 
project1. The segment allows for the allocation of all payment items to projects. This makes 
it possible to monitor the cost of both current and capital inputs into a single project. It is 
also possible to link different sources of funding, regional identifiers and objectives to one 
project. 
 

 

 

The following is an example of recording and classifying the cost 
of the project inputs by a government department: 

The National Treasury purchases a new photocopier machine 
costing more than the capitalisation threshold, to be used for 
printing the SCOA training material for the roll-out of the SCOA 
training to all national and provincial departments. 

The cost of the roll-out of the SCOA training is considered to be 
material and is managed as a special project within the National 
Treasury. A project code “SCOA Roll-Out” is created in the 
“DEPARTMENTAL SPECIFIC PROJECT LIST”. All payments for the 
training are recorded as part of the project in the Project segment. 
The Economic Classification of the training is current in nature 
and is allocated in the Infrastructure segment as NON INFRA/ST 

ALONE:CURRENT. 

Only in the Project segment, will the payment for the photocopier 
be recorded as part of the cost of the project.2 The Economic 
Classification of the photocopier is capital in nature and it is 
allocated in the Infrastructure segment as NON INFRA/ST ALONE: 

CAPITAL, posting level NON INFRA S/A CAP:OTH MACH&EQP. 

Departments can list any projects. Emphasis is placed on infrastructure projects as they are 
tabled and approved during the budget process (ENE/EPRE) for reporting and monitoring 
purposes. For national departments, the project segment has been structured to include the 
project details as tabled and approved in the ENE Infrastructure sheet. The project 
segment also aligns to the Provincial infrastructure project list in accordance with the 
EPRE.  

For the purposes of detailed reporting on infrastructure, individual projects are linked to the 
appropriate reporting categories in the Infrastructure segment. Infrastructure and non-
infrastructure projects (i.e. repairs and maintenance, refurbishments and rehabilitation or 
upgrades and additions) can now be recorded and reported on in the Infrastructure 
segment. Departments can now list the name of the project without referring to the type of 
project undertaken by the department, for example, Hospital: HT: Ward completion, Office 
Parking Space, etc. 

                                                     

1 Project in this chapter refers to recording of the project in the financial system (BAS) for proper recording and 
monitoring of projects by departments. This is different from the project referred to in chapter 3. 
2 Recording the cost of the capital asset as part of the project cost in this case is not the same as determining 
the cost of the project as in Rule 2.1. in the application of the current/capital decision tree as discussed in 
Chapter 3. This does not mean that the capital asset is now consumed in the current project or changes the 
classification of the capital or current asset (the training project is of a current nature).  
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The key question in finding the appropriate classification code 
for a segment is, “does the payment relate to a project; If so, 
what type of a project?” 

At the highest level, the Project segment distinguishes between payments for projects and 
payments for no projects. Some level of standardisation has been introduced, more so 
aligned to the infrastructure projects lists based on ENE/EPRE; however dapartments can 
create their own projects at their discretion on the lower levels. 

PROJECTS 

 
DEPARTMENTAL SPECIFIC PROJECT LIST 

 ENE/EPRE PROJECT LIST 

  
NATIONAL DEPARTMENTS 

   
HEALTH 

    
MEGA PROJECTS 

    LARGE PROJECTS 

    SMALL PROJECTS 

  
PROVINCIAL DEPTS - SECTOR 

   
HEALTH 

    

HEALTH TECHNOLOGY 

    

HOSPITAL - ACADEMIC 

    

HOSPITAL - CENTRAL 

    HOSPITAL - DISTRICT 

 PRJ RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT(S&T) 

NO PROJECTS 

 NO PROJECTS 

 NP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT(S&T) 

Note: S&T on the chart means Science and Technology. 
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4.3.1.1. Projects  

 

A project is a collection of tasks usually of a multi-disciplinary 
nature to achieve a certain goal; for example, the construction of 
a new road. A project may consist of only a single contract; for 
example, outsourcing construction of a road to a single provider, 
or to numerous service providers together constituting a project, 
such as separate contracts with an electrician, a plumber and a 
builder contracted to carry out a maintenance project related to 
a school. 

A project can either be of a current or capital nature, although projects typically relate to 
capital assets such as buildings and roads. Building a new road or extending a building are 
capital projects; repairing a car is a current project. It should be noted that some projects 
are not related to capital assets; for example, a project to draft training material and provide 
training.  

 

 

The Project segment is not used for determining economic 
classification. As such the current or capital nature of a 
transaction is not determined in this segment. 

The Project segment allows for the creation of individual posting level projects for all 
projects. When creating projects in the Project segment, it is recommended that the name 
of the project be descriptive rather than simply having a project number. This will enable 
users to see what the project relates to. 

 

The following is an example of recording and classification of the 
cost of project transactions by a government department: 

The Department of Health undertakes a capital project to construct 
a new hospital on own-account. In addition to constructing the 
hospital, the department is going to purchase medical equipment 
and medical supplies such as pharmaceuticals.  The total cost of 
the project will amount to R1.5 billion over a period of three years. 
The budget is tabled during the budget (ENE) process. 

The department creates a project code in the Project segment and 
all the expenditure (the cost of construction, medical equipment 
and medical supplies) are allocated to the single project code. The 
category for National and Provincial departments differs (please 
refer to the Chart for the provincial example). 
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The Economic Classification of the construction of the hospital is 
capital in nature and it is allocated in the Infrastructure segment as 
CONSTRUCTION - BUILDINGS.  

Against the Project segment, payment for the medical equipment is 
recorded as part of the cost of the project. The Economic 
Classification of the medical equipment is capital in nature and it is 
allocated in the Infrastructure segment as NON INFRA S/A CAP:OTH 

MACH&EQP. 

Against the Project segment, the payment for the medical supplies 
is recorded as part of the cost of the project; they are not used as 
direct inputs into the construction of the hospital. The Economic 
Classification of the medical supplies is current in nature and they 
are allocated in the Infrastructure segment as NON INFRA/ST 
ALONE:CURRENT. 

Even if it is outsourced, all infrastructure spending, including maintenance and repair 
projects, must be treated as a project. 

The following issues are useful when identifying projects: 

 the materiality of the amount estimated to be invested in a specific project 

 strategically identified projects for the department relating to the execution of 
mandate function 

 information possibly needed for reporting on performance information and meeting 
the measurability requirement 

 projects having specific reporting requirements; for example, donor funded projects 
managed directly by a department or by implementing agencies, or Division of 
Revenue Act (DORA) or Conditional Grants projects 

 initiatives in which the Legislature or other users of information may have an interest; 
for example, projects relating to HIV and AIDS, or the preparation cost in 
implementing requirements derived from meeting future Generally Recognised 
Accounting Practice (GRAP) requirements 

 growth and sustainable development initiatives; for example, community upliftment or 
early childhood development.  

It is a requirement from the Department of Science and Technology (S&T) to report on 
research and development (R&D) expenditure; a separate category “Research & 
Development” has therefore been created in the Project segment.  This category is to be 
used by all departments who undertake research and development as this will enable the 
Department of Science and Technology to report on all research and development projects 
undertaken across all National and Provincial departments. R&D expenditure is used to 
facilitate linking between the Project segment and activities that relate to R&D in the Item 
segment; for example, the appointment of consultants (goods and services). 

R&D projects are created under PRJ RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT(S&T) whereas stand-
alone purchases of goods and services related to R&D are posted to NP RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT(S&T). 
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4.3.2 Structure of the Project segment 

The main categories within the Project segment are projects and no projects.  

The Project segment has been standardised according to budget allocations to enable 
appropriate reporting and monitoring of infrastructure projects during the financial year. The 
list of project items is sourced from the infrastructure sheet tabled during the Estimates of 
National Expenditure (ENE) budget process for national departments and the B4/B5 
infrastructure list tabled during the Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 
(EPRE) budget process for provincial departments. 

The project list for National departments has been created according to the three project 
size as categorized on the ENE. The reason for following this principle was to avoid 
duplication between the project segment and the other segments as the names of the 
project in some instances cut across the different segments, for example, the infrastructure, 
asset or objective segments. Categories of the project size are as follows: 

 

 Mega projects3 (total project cost of at least R1 billion over the project life cycle),  

 Large projects (total project cost of at least R250 million but less than R1 billion over 
the project life cycle), or  

 Small projects (total project cost of less than R250 million over the project life cycle).  

The project list for Provincial departments has been created according to the departments 
or sector. The reason for following this principle was to avoid duplication between the 
project segment and the other segments as the names of the project in some instances cut 
across the different segments, for example, the infrastructure, asset or objective segments.  

The structure on a high level has been captured as follows: 

 Agriculture and Rural Development 

 Coop Governance and Traditional Affairs 

 Economic Development and Tourism 

 Education  

 Health 

 Human Settlements 

 Public Works 

 Social Development 

 Sport and Culture 

 Transport (Roads) 

The project segment has been standardised to level 6 for National and level 5 for Provincial 
project list. Departments are allowed to capture additional infrastructure project details from 
the preceding levels. In instances where departments that are doing projects on behalf of 
other departments should use the sector belonging to the client departments, for example, 
Department of Public Works building school on behalf of Department of Education (in this 
case public works must create the project codes under Education). 

Non-infrastructure project list can be added from level 3 (DEPARTMENTAL SPECIFIC 
PROJ LIST – BAS Code 9. Extract of the project segment is as follows: 

 

                                                     

3 The thresholds for mega, large and small projects may change from time to time as may be determined during 
the budget appropriation period 
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PROJECTS 

 
DEPARTMENTAL SPECIFIC PROJECT LIST 

 ENE/EPRE PROJECT LIST 

  
NATIONAL DEPARTMENTS 

   
HEALTH 

    
MEGA PROJECTS 

    LARGE PROJECTS 

    SMALL PROJECTS 

  
PROVINCIAL DEPTS - SECTOR 

   
HEALTH 

    

HEALTH TECHNOLOGY 

    

HOSPITAL - ACADEMIC 

    

HOSPITAL - CENTRAL 

    HOSPITAL - DISTRICT 

 PRJ RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT(S&T) 

NO PROJECTS 

 NO PROJECTS 

 NP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT(S&T) 

4.3.2.1. No projects  

 

 

The following is an example of classification of a non-project 
related transaction by a government department: 
The government paying an institution to train government 
employees is an example of payments on a stand-alone item. 
Such a transaction is posted to NO PROJECTS in the Project 
Segment. 

 

Expenditure on stand-alone items occurs when government 
buys individual capital assets, goods or services from outside 
units provided that such purchases are not part of a project. For 
example, government purchases of computers or vehicles are 
not part of a project and constitute expenditure on stand-alone 
items. Such a transaction is posted to NO PROJECTS in the 
Project Segment. 
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4.4 Objective segment 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this segment is to identify the programme or activity against which a 
transaction should be recorded. In terms of the requirements of the Public Finance 
Management Act (PFMA), funds are appropriated by programme (or main division within a 
vote). Financial reporting in the form of the budget presentation, in-year reports and the 
Appropriation Statement in the annual financial statements are also prepared by 
programme.  

The Objective segment is a reflection of the programme structure in the budgets of National 
and Provincial departments and has been standardised at programme and sub-programme 
level for all departments. Departments need to create the detailed structures and posting 
levels as the segment has only been standardised at a high level. However, breakdown is 
not allowed for some posting levels. The segment is also used to derive the functional 
classification of government expenditure at detailed sub-programme or activity level.  

Below is a high level overview of the Objective segment: 

PAYMENTS 

 
PROVINCE PAYMENTS 

  
EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE PAY OBJ 

   
TRADING ENTITIES 

   
EDUCATION 

    
ADMINISTRATION 

     
OFFICE OF THE MEC 

     
CORPORATE SERVICES 

   
HEALTH 

  
FREE STATE  PROVINCE PAY OBJ 

 
NATIONAL PAYMENTS 

  
NATIONAL DEPARTMENTS 

   
NAT: TRADING ACCOUNTS 

   
NAT: TRUST FUNDS 

   
AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISHERIES 

    
DAFF:ADMINISTRATION 

     
DAFF:MINISTRY 

     
DAFF:DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT 

     DAFF: FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 

RECEIPTS 

 
RECEIPTS OBJECTIVE 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

 
ASSETS & LIABILITIES 
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4.4.2 Details of the Objective segment 

4.4.2.1. Payments  

The payments category is for all payments made by a department, excluding assets and 
liabilities. The structure of the payments category is aligned to the approved budget 
programmes as per the Estimates of National / Provincial Expenditure. Departments are 
not authorised to make changes to the Objective segment at the programme and sub-
programme levels. The Objective structure in the financial system is standardised and can 
only be altered during the budget process and after approval from the relevant treasury. At 
lower levels, however, departments are able to create activities according to their own 
requirements. All lower level activities created by departments must be aligned with the 
programmes to which they are assigned. 

Write-offs of irrecoverable debt, thefts and losses must be written off against the 
programme against which the debt originated.  

4.4.2.2. Receipts 

This category is used to record all receipts collected by departments for rendering services 
and delivering goods, and other funds received within the normal course of operation. 
These transactions are not allocated to a specific programme, sub-programme or activity 
but as a single line entry against the receipt category in the Objective segment. This is 
because all departmental receipts are paid back to the relevant Revenue Fund for 
reallocation through the budget process. Programmes cannot spend against departmental 
receipt sources. 

4.4.2.3. Assets and liabilities  

This category provides for recording assets and liabilities such as the transactions 
processed against a debt account. Similar to receipts, these transactions are not allocated 
to a specific programme, sub-programme or activity but as a single line entry against the 
asset and liability category of the Objective segment. 
 

4.4.3 Classification of the functions of government 

At the most detailed level, the Objective segment corresponds closely to the functions of 
government. This term is widely used in the literature on economic statistics and, broadly 
speaking, it means “purpose”. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) has drawn up a detailed list of government functions in the 
Classification of Functions of Government (COFOG), which provides an international 
standardisation of the functions. COFOG aims to help with understanding how funds 
available to government have been spent. Programmes and sub-programmes are also 
established according to the function, or purpose, of government spending. The functions 
identified in South Africa are not precisely the same as the standardised set of functions 

 

The key question in identifying the appropriate classification 
code for this segment is, “Against which programme or activity 
should the transaction be recorded?” 
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that the OECD has identified, but there is very close similarity. This explains why the 
Objective segment is used for COFOG classification of government spending. 

The reason for assigning functions to government spending is to measure the allocation of 
resources of government for providing various services to the public. The Functional 
Classification is complementary to the Economic Classification. The broad categories in the 
Functional Classification are listed below. 

General public services  

This refers to the administration, operation or support of executive and legislative organs, 
financial and fiscal affairs, and external affairs. It also includes foreign economic aid to 
developing countries and economic aid routed through international organisations. The 
category further provides for general services such as personnel services, overall planning 
and statistical services, and basic research and R&D in the general public service. State 
debt cost is included in this functional category. 

Defence  

This includes administration, operation and support of military and civil defence, and the 
operation of military aid missions accredited to foreign governments or attached to 
international military organisations. Applied R&D related to defence is also included. 

Public order and safety  

This covers police services, fire protection services, justice and law courts, prisons and 
related R&D. 

Economic affairs  

This covers government spending associated with the regulation and more efficient 
operation of the business sector. The category incorporates general economic affairs, 
commercial and labour affairs, agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, fuel and energy, 
mining, manufacturing, construction, transport, communications and related R&D. 

Environmental affairs  

This relates to the protection of biodiversity and the landscape, the protection of habitats 
including the management of natural parks and reserves, waste management, waste-water 
management, pollution abatement and related R&D. 

Housing and community amenities  

This includes the administration of housing and community development affairs and 
services, water supply, street lighting and related R&D. 

Health 

This includes spending on services provided to individual persons and services provided on 
a collective basis. The function includes medical products, appliances and equipment, 
outpatient services, hospital services, public health services and related R&D. 

Recreation and culture  

This is provided to the community through recreational and sporting services, cultural 
services, broadcasting and publishing services, and other community services. The 
function also covers related R&D. 
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Education  

This includes spending on services provided to individual pupils and students, and services 
provided on a collective basis. It includes pre-primary, primary, secondary and tertiary 
education, subsidiary services to education and related R&D. 

Social protection  

This covers services supplied directly to communities, households or individuals, and 
includes transfers for ill health and disability grants, old age grants, survivors, family and 
children and unemployment; support to households to meet the cost of housing; and 
related R&D. 

Expenditure in a particular budget vote may cover more than one function; for example, 
spending in the health vote may include spending for medical training. However, at a more 
detailed level (for example, a sub-programme), it is always possible to identify a single, 
predominant function in accordance with COFOG. Thus, for a given sub-programme in, 
say, the health vote, the main purpose would be health, education or possibly a third 
function.  

 

The following is an example of classification functions programme 
structure of a government  department: 

As a contribution to the health and wellness of its staff, the 
Department of Public Works annually dedicates a day to HIV and 
AIDS, including information sessions, testing, counselling and 
reading material. The transactions relating to this event relate to 
the functional classification ‘Health’; however, the main purpose of 
the Department of Public Works may predominantly be economic 
affairs. 

 

 

The following is an example of classification functions programme 
structures of a government  department: 
Programme 1 ‘Administration’ should be classified with the 
relevant function of that department. In the Department of Health, 
all Programme 1 expenditure is classified as part of ‘Health’ and 
not as ‘General public service’. 
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4.5 Fund segment 

4.5.1 Introduction 

The Fund segment identifies the various sources of funding available to departments for 
financing expenditure on their operations. The primary source of departments’ funding is 
voted/appropriated funds; these are funds appropriated by Parliament / Provincial 
Legislatures in an Appropriation Act (provincial or national). Departments can also finance 
programmes through funds received from donor agencies, trading accounts, trust funds, 
agency services and the Criminal Asset Recovery Account (CARA). The allocation of 
expenditure against the correct source of funding is important for correct reporting and 
monitoring of spending, especially for funds where there are specific conditions relating to 
the purpose for which they can be used. 

Below is a high level overview of the Fund segment: 

EXPENDITURE:VOTED 

  DEPARTMENTAL APPROPRIATION 

   VOTED FUNDS DISCRETIONARY 

    DEPARTMENTAL VOTE 

    INTERNAL CHARGES FUND 

  
 

EARMARKED AND SPECIFIC FUNDS 

  
  

E & S FUNDS: NATIONAL 

  
  

E & S FUNDS:PROVINCIAL 

  
 

CONDITIONAL GRANT PAYMENTS 

  
  

CONDITIONAL GRANTS: ALL DEPTS 

  
   

AGRICULTURE,FORESTRY & FISHRIES 

  
   

BASIC EDUCATION 

  
 

GEN ACC OF THE DEPT VOTE 

  DIR CHARG AGAINST REVENUE FUND 

  
 

DIR CHARG AGAINST PAYM FUND VOTE 

  
 

GEN ACC DIR CHAR REV FND VOT PAY 

AGENCY SERVICES 

RECEIPTS 

  DEPARTMENTAL RECEIPTS 

 NRF RECEIPTS 

 TRAD ACC DPW:CLIENT DEPTS REV 

 GEN ACC OF THE DEPT RECEIPTS 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

  POSTING: ASSETS&LIABILITIES FUND 

  INTERDEPARTMENTAL SERVIC/ADVANCE 

CRIMINAL ASSETS RECOVERY ACCOUNT 

  CARA FUNDS 

  GENERAL ACCOUNT OF CARA PAYMENTS 

DONOR FUNDS 

  LOCAL DONOR FUND 

  FOREIGN DONOR FUND 

TRADING ACCOUNTS 

  TRADE ACCOUNT EXPENDITURE 

  TRADE ACCOUNT REVENUE 

  ASSETS&LIABILITIES TRADE ACC 

TRUST FUNDS 

  TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE 

  TRUST FUNDS REVENUE 

  ASSETS&LIABLITIES TRUST FUNDS  
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The key question in identifying the appropriate classification code 
for this segment is, “Against which source of funding is the 
payment allocated, and against which source is revenue 
received?” 

 

4.5.2 Details of the Fund segment 

4.5.2.1. Expenditure voted: departmental appropriation 

A department’s appropriated budget consists of: 

 Voted funds (discretionary) 

 Earmarked and specific funds 

 Conditional grants. 

The budget allocation is appropriated through the Appropriation Account.   

Voted funds (discretionary) 

Voted funds can be accessed through appropriation by Parliament in terms of the 
Appropriation Act and the Adjusted Appropriation Act. This source of funds is a 
department’s main source of funding for service delivery aligned with the applicable 
mandates and policies.   

 

The following is an example of recording of voted funds 
transaction by a government department: 
Payment of salaries to permanent clerical staff in the finance 
department of the Department of Water Affairs would be recorded 
against the code for voted funds. 

The current chart has been designed to accommodate Departmental specific under voted 
funds discretionary. This move allows Departments to capture departmental specific 
discretionary funds and easier monitoring of all transfers by departments and the National 
Treasury. 

DEPARTMENTAL SPECIFIC category represents funds that would have been appropriated 
as part of the departmental voted funds but would have been reinfenced for specific 
purposes to for close monitoring or ensuring that the related projects are successfully 
completed. 

Earmarked and specific funds 

In addition to a department’s discretionary voted funds, it could receive funding for specific 
purposes. These are referred to as either “earmarked” or “specifically and exclusively 
appropriated” funds.   
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The difference between “earmarked” and “specifically and 
exclusively appropriated” allocations: 

Earmarked allocations: in the allocation letters sent to the 
Accounting Officer of a department, funds are earmarked by the 
relevant treasury. Unless the relevant treasury changes the 
purpose, they can only be used for the purpose indicated.  

Specifically and exclusively appropriated allocations: in the 
Appropriation Act, these are clearly marked in each vote and may 
only be used for the purpose indicated unless an Act of 
Parliament amends or changes the purpose.  

An example is the funds ring-fenced in departmental budgets for 
paying property related costs such as municipal services, 
municipal rates and taxes, and accommodation charges. 

 

 

For example, under the programme: Health Care Support 
Services and Sub-programme: Orthotic and Prosthetic Service of 
the Department of Health, National Treasury earmarked R12.3 
million in 2019/20 and R15 million in 2020/21 of which funds are 
earmarked for procurement of wheelchairs and other artificial aids 
in respect of qualifying citizens. The Accounting Officer of the 
Department of Health must only use the funds for this programme 
or must apply to National Treasury to have the amount or purpose 
amended. 

Conditional grants 

Departments also spend funds to which specific conditions are attached. These are 
conditional grants, appropriated in terms of the DORA. Conditional grants are conditional 
allocations to provinces and municipalities from national government’s share of nationally 
raised revenue, and are conditional on certain services being delivered or on compliance 
with specified requirements. Conditional grants are determined based on government’s 
national priorities. 

  

The following is an example of recording a conditional grants 
transaction by a government department: 
The transfer of funds from the National Department of Basic 
Education for the EDUCATION INFRASTRUCTURE GRANT is a 
conditional grant. 

4.5.2.2. Direct charges  

Direct charges on the national or provincial Revenue Fund are amounts appropriated in 
terms of statutes and do not require parliamentary approval. Direct charges are amounts 
allocated to national or provincial departments in terms of specific legislation applicable to 
the department. The department remains accountable for administering the charge vested 
in them. 
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The following are examples of recording a direct charges 
transaction by a government department: interest on government 
debt, judges’ remuneration and the provincial equitable share. 

4.5.2.3. Receipts 

This category is used to record receipts collected by departments for rendering services 
and delivering goods; and other funds received within the normal course of operation. All 
monies collected by departments must be surrendered to the applicable revenue fund upon 
receipt, and may only be spent once appropriated. Any amounts due to the revenue funds 
at the end of the financial year are recognised as current liabilities in the statement of 
financial position. 

4.5.2.4. Assets and liabilities 

The assets and liabilities section in the Fund segment caters for interdepartmental 
transactions at the national and provincial level and transactions relating to assets and 
liabilities, such as receivables and payables, control and other suspense accounts.  
 

Assets and liabilities account 

The assets and liabilities category should be used when the transaction affects receivables 
or payables in the statement of financial position.  

 

The following is an example of recording of an assets and 
liabilities transaction by a government department: 

A travel and subsistence advance paid to a staff member prior to 
going on a business trip is not immediately recorded as an 
expense but rather as an advance to the staff member. The 
transaction is therefore recorded against the assets and liabilities 
fund – posting level POSTING: ASSETS&LIABILITIES FUND. When 
the staff member returns from the trip, the amounts used during 
the trip are reconciled and the advance is cleared to expenditure. 

 When the advance is made, the asset and liabilities fund 

category is used. 

  When the advance is cleared to expenditure, the 
expenditure voted fund category is used. 

Interdepartmental services advances 

This category is particularly relevant for the identification of interdepartmental expenditure 
incurred by departments which spend on behalf of other departments. A claim against the 
vote of another department can now be identified in the Fund and Item segments using 
suspense accounts.  

 

The Department of Public Works pays for municipal services on a 
building occupied by the National Treasury. This amount is recoverable 
from the National Treasury. 
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Entry by the Department of Public Works – 1.  Payment made to the 
municipality: 

Dr: 

Fund:  Interdepartmental 
services/advances: National 
Treasury 

Item:  Claims recoverable 

Cr: 

Fund:  Interdepartmental 
services/advances:  National 
Treasury 

Item: Bank account 

Entry by the Department of Public Works – 2.  Repayment received from 
National Treasury: 

Dr: 

Fund:  Interdepartmental 
services/advances: National 
Treasury 

Item: Bank account 

Cr: 

Fund: Interdepartmental 
services/advances:  National 
Treasury 

Item:  Claims recoverable 

Entry by National Treasury: 

Dr: 

Fund:  National Treasury: 
Devolution of funds from Public 
Works 

Item:  Rates and taxes 

Cr: 

Fund:  National Treasury: Devolution 
of funds from Public Works 

Item:  Bank account (refund to be 
paid to the Department of Public 
Works) 

 

Thus, a claim against the vote of another department can be identified in the Fund segment 
as well as in the Item segment. In the above example, the Department of Public Works 
incurs expenditure on behalf of another department; this payment should not affect the 
department’s voted fund but should impact on the voted funds of the National Treasury and 
be recognised as an expense by the National Treasury. 

4.5.2.5. Donor funds 

Departments may receive funding from donors in cash. Payments funded from donors are 
recorded against the specific donor in the Donor Funds account. Expenditure incurred 
against donor funds must not be recorded against Voted Funds (department’s main vote) 
as the expenditure will be reflected as being spent against the department’s budget, which 
is incorrect. Donors may be local donors or foreign governments and organisations. Strict 
control measures over spending donor funds must be enforced by the department and the 
Fund segment must be used to monitor and report on the spending of the funds. Donor 
funds must go through the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) Fund 
process in terms of the Reconstruction and Development Programme Fund Act (1994) and 
the signed agreement between the department and the donor should be forwarded to the 
National Treasury. All non-RDP donations received must be allocated to revenue and 
surrendered to the relevant Revenue Fund 

At a high level, the donor fund will be the name of the donor. The chart further breaks down 
the donor to reflect the different projects or donation accounts against which the donation is 
allocated.  

4.5.2.6. Trading accounts 

A trading entity is regarded as an entity operating within the administration of a department, 

for example the Government Printing Works, the Water Trading Entity and the MEDSAS 

Trading Account.  
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These accounts are used if the financial records of the trading account are incorporated in 

the accounting system of the department.   

 

Some departments use specific accounting software to record 
transactions for trading entities. This section provides for the 
capturing of transactions where a trading account is making use 
of BAS as an accounting system and not for departments 
recording transactions resulting from interactions with trading 
entities; for example, a transfer to the trading entity. A transfer 
from a department to a trading entity is reflected as a normal 
transfer under departmental agencies and accounts from voted 
funds appropriated. 

Revenues, expenses and transactions in the assets and liabilities of trading entities should 
be recorded here, provided that they use the same financial systems as the department. 
Trading entities are separate entities operating within the administration of a department. 
These accounts are used if the financial records of the trading account are incorporated 
into the department’s accounting system. 

 

The following is an example of recording a trading entity’s 
transaction by a government  department: 
The Government Printing Works, which is a component of the 
Department of Home Affairs, purchases paper for inventory and 
allocates the costs against its budget. When recording this 
transaction in the Fund segment, the entity would use the Trading 
accounts category in the Fund segment. Posting level - TRADE 

ACCOUNT EXPENDITURE. 

4.5.2.7. Trust funds 

Money and property held in trust will be excluded from money to be deposited into a 
National/Provincial revenue as this money or property is held in “trust on behalf of other 
persons or entities” to be utilised as determined by the trust deed or its equivalent. An 
administration fee may be charged payable from the trust account, which would be revenue 
accruing to the department and this should be paid over to the National/Provincial Revenue 
Fund. 

All revenues, expenses and transactions in assets and liabilities of trust funds should be 
recorded here. Trust funds consist of money and/or property held by an institution on behalf 
of other persons or entities in terms of a deed of trust or equivalent instrument that details 
the specific purposes for which they may be used. They do not belong to the state. Except 
when the funds fall due to the state, departments are not required to surrender such funds 
to the National Revenue Fund or the Provincial Revenue Fund.  
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4.6 Item segment 

4.6.1 Introduction 

The Item segment comprises the coding of items used for the classification, budgeting, 
recording and reporting of payments, receipts, assets and liabilities within the financial 
system of government.  

It identifies the goods, services and other payments to be made in achieving a 
department’s objectives, this is commonly referred to as the “what” that government is 
paying for. The payment category identifies what has been bought or to “whom” funds have 
been transferred. Receipts are classified according to source of the receipt. 

The structure of the Item segment is very similar to that of the Economic Classification. 
However, there are some important exceptions, which are explained later in this chapter. 

Below is a high level overview of the Item segment: 

PAYMENTS 

  PAYMENTS 

  COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES 

  GOODS AND SERVICES 

  INTEREST AND RENT ON LAND 

  TRANSFERS AND SUBSIDIES 

 PUR/CONST CAPITAL ASSETS 

 PAYMENTS FOR FINANCIAL ASSETS 

RECEIPTS 

  TAX RECEIPTS 

  SALES GOODS & SERV NON CAP ASS 

 FINES, PENALTIES AND FORFEITS 

  TRANSFERS RECEIVED 

  INTEREST, DIVIDEND, RENT ON LAND 

  SALES:CAPITAL ASSETS 

 TRANS IN FIN ASSETS&LIABILITIES 

 TRANSFERS RECEIVED 

NRF RECEIPTS 

ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 

  ASSETS 

  LIABILITIES 

 NET ASSETS 

When a department engages in an own-account capital project (e.g. construction of new 
building), payment for salaries and goods, and services used as inputs in the project are 
classified as payments for capital assets in the Economic Classification. Thus this 

transaction will be captured under CONSTRUCTION – BUILDINGS in the Infrastructure 
segment (making this a capital payment). This is because the ultimate use of the funds (the 
construction of a capital asset) is considered in the Economic Classification.  Similarly, in 
the Item segment, the individual transactions of payment for salaries and goods, and 
services used as inputs in the project must be captured under Purchase / Construction of 
Capital Assets. These must not be captured under compensation of employees and goods 
and services. 
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Thus all capital items previously under goods and services (for example contractors: 
upgrades and additions other infrastructure assets; contractors: refurbishment and 
rehabilitation other infrastructure assets), have been moved to purchase / construction of 
capital assets in the revised chart. This is to align the chart to the budget format 
(ENE/EPRE). All practitioners must ensure that these transactions are correctly captured 
for accurate reporting and accounting purposes. The Item segment however maintains the 
principle of immediate use in that the details of what would have been purchased are the 
accounts into which these transactions would be captured (e.g. bricks and cement 
purchased for the construction of a building would be captured under NEW 

BUILDINGS:INVENTORIES (posting level NEW BLD:INV M&S:BLDG&CONSTR). 
 

 

If it is impractical to allocate the salary and wages of staff 
involved in capital projects to the cost of the capital project, they 
will be classified as compensation of employees (current 
payments) for Economic Classification purposes and not as 
payment for capital assets. 

 

 

Immediate versus ultimate use of funds  

This distinction is best explained by means of an example. If a 
department pays its own employees to participate in the 
upgrades and additions to other fixed structures (roads), the 
immediate use of funds is to pay the employees. Since the 
payment forms part of a capital project, this would be captured 
under purchase / construction of capital assets. However, at a 
lower level, this transaction would reflect its immediate use 
which is compensation of employees and the posting level will 
be: U&A OFST:S&W:BASIC SALARY (RES). 

However, the ultimate use of the funds is the creation of a new 
capital asset. This is shown in the Economic Classification, 
where an entry is made under payments for capital assets. 

The definitions discussed in the Economic Classification are relevant also to the Item 
segment and the reader is referred to Chapter 2 of this training material for explanations of 
the definitions. However, the Item segment contains more accounts than does the 
Economic Classification; these additional accounts are explained here. In addition, the item 
goods and services is broken down into broad product groups. These are also explained in 
this chapter. 
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The key question in finding the appropriate classification code 
for Item segment is, “what is being bought and what is the 
source of the receipt?” 

4.6.2    Details of the Item segment 
 

Generic Classification Principles 

Below are some generic classification principles that need to be noted by practitioners in 

handing transactions of the various departments: 

 The Item segment generally uses the principle of what has been brought and what 

is the source of the receipt. 

 When item are bought (or services are paid for), the payment is classified as goods 

and services and or purchase / construction of capital assets. 

 Goods, services or capital assets that are purchased by Government but later 

transferred in kind to beneficiaries, are recorded as part of goods and services or 

purchase / construction of capital assets respectively. 

 Where funds are transferred to another entity for the entity to further its operations 

in line with the entity’s mandate, these are classified as transfers and subsidies. 

 Immediate use of cash distributed to identified beneficiaries does not involve the 

buying of goods, buying of capital assets or paying for services, and thus such cash 
distribution is classified as transfers and subsidies.  

 If the department pays management fees to another entity that acquires goods and 

services or capital assets, the department should classify such acquired items or 
services as goods and services or purchase / construction of capital assets 

respectively. 

 

 

If the department engages a capital project, all inputs into the 
project must be captured under Purchase / construction of 
capital assets in the Item segment. 
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4.6.2.1. Payments 

The payments category includes all the payments the department makes for: 

 compensation of employees, 

 goods and services, and 

 interest and rent on land.  

This category is termed current payments in the ERF. 

 
In the current chart, some items have been renamed and others have been removed. New 
items have been added as well. Some items have been moved from goods and services to 
purchase / construction of capital assets. Unused items have been removed. Selective 
distribution of items to relevant departments is being implemented. This exercise is 
beneficial in terms of limiting inappropriate use of items which are ordinarily not supposed 
to be visible on the other department’s database. The full chart of accounts will be 
available, should the department require and item that they don’t have access to the 
department must send a request to the SCOA Technical Committee for consideration and 
approval to grant access to the item.  All these moves aim to enhance the chart to allow 
collection of better quality information and improved reporting. 

Compensation of employees 

The definitions and what items are included under compensation of employees are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and are therefore not repeated in this section. 

Goods and services 

The goods and services category includes all goods and services procured by a 

department. It excludes purchases of capital assets. Below is a high level summary of the 
goods and services categories and a description of what is included in each of these 
categories. 

Administrative fees: payments 

This category includes all administration-related fees inherent to the administration of a 
department such as registration fees, bank charges, copyright fees, personnel agency fees, 
and management or handling  fees. 

If a department makes use of a travel agency to arrange staff air travel, accommodation 
and car rental and a service fee of five per cent is levied on the monthly account to cover 
administrative costs incurred by the travel agency, this cost would be classified as 
administrative fees. 

Advertising  

Advertising includes payments for communication purposes to inform stakeholders and 

potential stakeholders about products and services. Advertising media include television, 
radio, movies, magazines, newspapers, video games, internet and billboards.  Included in 
this group of accounts is advertising for auctions, bursaries, promotional items, marketing, 
recruitment and tenders. 
If a department purchases promotional items such as t-shirts, or advertises vacant posts to 
be filled, spending on the advertisements will be classified as advertising. 
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Minor assets 

This category relates to assets which can be utilised for more than one reporting period but 
are below the capitalisation threshold. A comprehensive list of classification codes has 
been included for recording purposes.  For further guidance on the classification and 
treatment of assets, the reader is referred to the Asset Management Framework, the 
Modified Cash Standard (MCS) and the Accounting Manual for Departments as issued by 
the Office of the Accountant General. 
 
The item BUILDINGS&OTHER FIXED STRUCTURES<R5000 has been amended on a non-
posting level to match the posting level item PREFAB&PORTABLE BUILDINGS<R5000.  
 
Adverting, signage and information boards are captured on the renamed line item  
F&O/EQP<R5000:ADVERT,SIGN&INFO BRDS.  

If a Department buys an office desk for R4, 900, which is less than the present 
“capitalisation threshold”, it is classified as a minor asset. 

Audit cost: external  

This item includes payments made to the Auditor-General of South Africa. Any other 
services procured from registered accountants and auditors are allocated to consultants, 
contractors and advisory services. 

Bursaries (employees)  

Bursaries include payments made to provide direct support to employees for studying at 
universities or other tertiary institutions, where all the conditions and terms have been 
complied with in terms of the contract with the bursary holder. Direct support may include 
fees, text books and other aids, and accommodation at the university residence. An 
employee bursary is classified as goods and services because the department will 
eventually benefit from the increased knowledge gained by the employee. Bursaries to non-
employees are classified as transfers to households. 

Catering: departmental activities 

This refers to expenditure incurred on individuals employed by or contracted to the 
department, or to individuals outside the employ of the department, in connection with the 
activities of a department or division within a department that directly relates to the 
achievement of its objectives. Such expenditure includes but is not limited to: 

 catering for lekgotlas, conferences, bosberaad, workshops, indabas, courses, forums, 
hearings and meetings held to discuss government’s or departments’ initiatives 

 catering for a function to launch/rollout a product of the department or a division 
within a department 

 catering for interviews or training sessions 

 dinner and drinks supplied at year-end functions of a department or a division within a 
department 

 catering for the opening of Parliament 

 eatery provided for members of standing boards, other government bodies and 
official commissions or committees of enquiry. 

 
If a provincial treasury has various road shows to present the province’s budget to the 
people, catering is provided to the general public who attend these road shows. The 
catering will be allocated to catering for departmental activities. 

This item does not include spending on: 
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 gifts (including flowers) to individuals 

 venues in connection with a function/event or any other expenditure incurred in 
addition to the catering of a function/event   

The hiring of a venue and the purchase of catering services are often not separated on the 
invoice supplied by the service provider. In such instances, the following applies: 

 Departments must request detailed quotations and invoices that separate the cost of 
the meals and refreshments from the hire of the venue. Upon payment, the cost of 
meals and refreshments must be recorded as ‘catering’ and the hire of the venue 
must be allocated to ‘venues and facilities’. 

 Where this is not possible due to the service provider only offering a total package 
deal, the total amount shall be allocated to ‘venues and facilities’. 

If a Department of Health conducts annual road shows with all the hospitals and clinics in 
the province to present the budget and financial management matters, departmental staff 
members attend these road shows as well as consultants who may be assisting the 
department in the areas being discussed at the road shows. The department caters for the 
road shows. This expenditure is recorded as catering: departmental activities. 

Communication 

This relates to payments for the use of telephones, faxes, telegraphs and telex for 
communication purposes, including the cost for teleconferences. A teleconference is a 
meeting via telecommunications equipment. The purchase or leasing of communication 
equipment should be allocated using the correct item in the Chart of Accounts; this item is 
for communication only. 

Annual payment made to the SABC and other licensing authorities (SAMRO) for a permit to 
view television programs and to listen to the radio, or "music licenses", are classified as 
transfer payments to departmental agencies as this is a compulsory fee and required by 
law. 

Computer services  

This is expenditure for the utilisation of information technology, information systems and 
related services provided by SITA or external service providers. 

Software licenses that must be renewed annually by means of a payment to a service 
provider, either SITA or an external service provider, are regarded as current payments and 
must be classified as computer services. This implies that the licenses purchased are only 
valid for one year and need to be renewed on an annual basis. 

On initial purchase of computer equipment, where the operating systems software is 
included in the package as part of the equipment, such operating systems software should 
be included in the purchase price of the computer equipment either as a minor asset or 
purchase/construction of capital assets, depending on the value of the equipment. 

Software licenses purchased as stand-alone items from any service provider and with a 
useful life of more than one year should be recognised as either as minor assets or 
purchase of intangible capital assets, depending on the value of software. 

The purchase or development of large databases or systems that a government unit 
expects to use for more than one year can contain two components. The first consists of 
external resources such as consultants to develop and implement the intangible asset; the 
second relates to in-house development where government employees develop or 
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implement the project. Software developed in-house is valued at its cost of production; all 
related cost elements must be capitalised. 

When the development and implementation of systems is outsourced, all costs are carried 
by the third party. When the development of systems is outsourced, the relevant items 
under purchase / construction of capital assets should be used as provided for on the Item 
segment. Capitalisation of the costs incurred will occur both in the Item segment and the 
Infrastructure segment. 

Consultants and professional services 

Consulting services refer to specialist services and skills required for the achievement of a 
specific objective; they provide expert and professional advice on a time and material basis. 
It is unnecessary to maintain these skills in-house, since they are required on a once-off or 
temporary basis.  
A consultant is thus a professional person appointed by the department to provide technical 
and specialist advice or to assist with the design and implementation of specific projects or 
programmes. The legal status of this person can be an individual, a partnership or a 
corporation. 
The fact that a consultant is defined as a professional person implies that the consultant is 
professionally qualified. The provision of advice or service is in line with a contractual 
arrangement (usually commissioned on a project basis). 

Remuneration is usually based on an hourly fee or a fixed fee for a product or deliverable. 
Consultants are not paid from the payroll of the department or as compensation from the 
approved establishment of the department. Where information is available from the invoice 
on the cost for disbursements, such as travel and subsistence and professional fees, such 
cost should be separated and allocated to the relevant items in the Chart of Accounts. 

On the chart the consultants and professional services are grouped into the type of 
services provided which are business and advisory, infrastructure and planning, laboratory 
services, legal services and science and technology services.  Each of these services are 
explained below. 

 Business and advisory 

If a department appoints a firm of registered accountants and auditors to perform a GAP 
analysis of the policies and procedures guiding the management of assets in the 
department, this payment will be recorded as consultants/professional: business and 
advisory  accountants and auditors. 
 
Infrastructure and planning  
 
This group refers to consultants and professionals utilized for infrastructure and planning.  

 Laboratory services 

Items in this category include the cost associated with making use of laboratory services 
such as scientific experiments, research, manufacturing of drugs or chemicals, testing 
relating to human health , testing of road surfaces and any other tests relating to roads and 
testing of water samples, water quality and water related laboratory services. 

 Legal services 

Payment for services rendered by an attorney duly admitted to practice as an attorney in 
any part of the Republic of South Africa. Advice includes (but not limited to) services such 
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as:  arbitration, business law, litigation (civil), commercial , company law, human rights, 
conveyance,  employment law, environmental law, family law, insolvency, intellectual 
property, labour law, liquidation, mediation, property law, taxation, litigation (general), 
litigation (commercial), litigation (corporate), company registrations, mining, corporate, 
insurance law, commercial drafting, sequestrations, financial markets, high court practice, 
constitutional, liquor law, town planning, litigation (high court), litigation (magistrates court), 
industrial relations, water law, international transactions and litigation (tax) and many other. 

Science and technology services 

Scientific and technological services are defined as activities concerned with research and 
experimental development and contributing to the generation, dissemination and 
application of scientific and technical knowledge. 

Contractors  

Contractors provide services in which the physical aspects of the activity predominate; for 
example, construction works, and the operation and maintenance of facilities or plants. It is 
normally not cost-effective to maintain such skills within the department and the services 
are usually not the core business of the department. 

Contractors include costs associated with the use of the contracted individuals on projects 
or tasks.  

Note that it is common practice that the contractor provides all materials required for the 
project; thus the tender covers the whole project including materials. 

If a department receives an invoice for the repair of, and general maintenance to, a 
photocopy machine, this payment will be classified as CONTR:MNT&REP OTH 

MACHINRY&EQUIP. This line item was previously named CONTR:MNT&REP NON INFR ASS. 

All contractor related payments for infrastructure and non-infrastructure related projects of a 
capital nature (construction of new assets, upgrades and additions or refurbishment and 
rehabilitation) are not accommodated under goods and services category but under 
purchase / construction of capital assets. As such, all related payments should be captured 
under purchase / construction of capital assets. 

Agency and support or outsourced services 

Agency and support or outsourced services refers to staff appointed individually on contract 
or similar binding arrangement, through an agency. Agency services do not form part of 
compensation of employees. A department should have the capacity and expertise to carry 
out various services, but in some instances does not utilise their own staff. The reasons for 
this might include temporary incapacity or outsourcing services to save costs; for example 
cleaning, security and recruitment. In determining the classification of agency/outsourced 
services, it should be established whether the services procured could have been provided 
by the department itself. It could also be that the department ordinarily has the expertise to 
provide this service, but temporarily cannot do so, then the work has been outsourced. If 
these requirements hold, the transaction should be classified as agency support / 
outsourced services. 

Agency and support/outsourced services includes a category for catering provided to 
detainees, patients, armed forces, prisoners, communities, social welfare facilities, 
education facilities and training colleges. Catering for these groups of people is outsourced 
by the department and procured from an expert or private outsourced agency.The agency 
support and outsourced catering services item is used where a department does not have 
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the necessary capacity or expertise to carry out the catering service. This item should not 
be confused with the item catering for departmental activities.  

Catering for communities (A&S/O NUTRITION SER:COMMUNITIES) includes catering 

services for feeding the public at special events and for communities in disaster relief 
programs and states of emergency during floods, droughts or other emergency situations. 
Excluded from this category is catering relating to departmental activities. 

 
The item A&S/O/S:PROFESSIONAL STAFF was removed from the chart as it was deemed to 
be imprecise. The item has been replaced by the relevant profession as the committee has 
done for other professional services outsourced by the departments. Departments currently 
utilizing this item are requested to email a list of professionals they are outsourcing for 
creation. Examples of additional items added includes but not limited to:  

 A&S/O/S:LEGAL SERVICES  

 A&S/O/S:EDITORIAL SERVICES  

 A&S/O/S:PHARMACY PROFESSIONALS  

Entertainment 

This item includes entertainment expenditure incurred by members of the Senior 
Management Service (SMS), Ministers and Foreign Mission Officers and his/her office 
bearers in performance of their duties. Such expenditure includes but is not limited to: 

 Luncheon meetings held with colleagues, foreign delegations and/or other individuals 
in and outside the public sector 

 Purchase of dinner during authorised overtime, if no compensation in the form of time 
off or additional pay is approved, provided that the closing time is later than 20h00. 
(Chapter 7 of the PSCBC Resolution No. 3 of 1999 – paragraph 3.1 (b)). 

The item does not include spending on: 

 Gifts (including flowers) to individuals 

 Private entertainment 

 Cost of meals claimed by individuals when away from home on official duty. 

Fleet services 

This relates to the operation and maintenance of fleet services including the Government 
Garage Fleet, department-owned vehicles, mministerial vehicles and leased or rented 
vehicles. The lease amount will be classified under the lease payments category. This item 
caters for charges over and above the lease payment (flat rate). It includes the goods and 
services purchased in owning and managing the fleet such as tracking, batteries, tyres, 
repairs, toll fees, car wash and fuel. Payments for motor vehicle licences should be 
classified as a transfer to municipalities or provinces.  

Housing 

The Department of Human Settlements has designed a housing system that interfaces with 
the housing items, for complete and accurate reporting. 

Inventory 

The inventory classification can be used by all departments based on MCS principles. The 
principle is that items purchased that are core to the achievement of a department’s service 
delivery objectives (its core mandates) should be classified as inventory. Consumables are 
goods that normally meet the definition of inventory, but are not essential for satisfying the 
service delivery obligation of a department. 
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An example of inventory is the special printing paper that the 
Department of Home Affairs uses to print birth certificates while 
printing paper used by the same department to print management 
reports is regarded as consumables. 

For Department of Health the department may purchase 
medicines to be consumed in hospitals by patients (inventory) and 
medicine to be put in the medical aid kits to be used internally, if 
there is injury (consumable). 

 
 

 

Inventories are assets:  
 
(a) in the form of materials or supplies to be consumed in the 
production process;  

(b) in the form of materials or supplies to be consumed or distributed 
in the rendering of services;  

(c) held for sale or distribution in the ordinary course of operations; or  

(d) in the process of production for sale or distribution  

 
Inventory encompasses those goods purchased / produced and held specifically for 
executing the service delivery mandate of the department. That could include biological 
assets bought for rearing, slaughter/ harvest and consumption within a short space of time. 
Where this process extends over more than a year the biological assets will be reflected as 
capital assets.  

Inventories also encompass finished goods produced, or work-in-progress being produced, 
by the entity. Inventories also include materials and supplies awaiting use in the production 
process and goods purchased or produced by an entity, which are for distribution to other 
parties through a non-exchange transaction; for example, educational books produced by 
an education authority for donation to schools or houses built for distribution to members of 
the community.  

Inventory is recorded when it is purchased / produced and considered as issued when it is 
no longer under the control of the department. Control is relinquished when the inventory is 
sold or distributed to the community and delivered or collected. Where a production 
process is conducted, raw materials are considered as issued when they become part of 
the production process.  

The definition of inventory has been improved to include printing paper and other related 
stationery purchased by Departments for the purpose of printing workbooks for learners, 
patient files, or other face value forms related to their mandate. 

Current items, except purchases of capital assets, bought for dual purpose should be 
classified as inventory. 

Assets bought for distribution are categorised as Inventory: Assets for Distribution. Assets 
held for distribution are assets which are expected to be consumed within the department’s 
operating cycle by distributing them to end users, whereas the assets bought for office use 
are expected to be used for more than one year. Therefore the separate classification has 
to be maintained. 
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Examples of Inventory 

Name of 
Department 

Item Description SCOA Allocation  

Department 
of Education 
 

Workbooks 
and school 
stationery 
 

Learning and Teaching 
Support Materials (LTSM) 
 

INVENTORY:LEARNING AND 
TEACHING SUPPLIES MATERIAL 
INV:LEARN&TEACH SUPP MATE 
 

Department 
of Education 
 

Printing Paper 
 

Workbooks for High 
School  
 

INVENTORY:LEARNING AND 
TEACHING SUPPLIES MATERIAL 
INV:LEARN&TEACH SUPP MATE 
 

Department 
of Education 
 

Printing Paper 
 

For use by Department’s 
officials 
 

CONSUMABLES 
CONS:SP&OS:PRINTING PAPER 
 

Department 
of Education 
 

Computer 
Equipment 
with value > 
R5000 each 

Distribute to the Schools 
 

INVENTORY:ASSETS FOR 
DISTRIBUTION 
INV ASSTS DSTR:SCHOOL FURN 
& EQP 
 

Department 
of Education 
 

Computer 
Equipment 
with value > 
R5000 each 

For administrative use in 
Department’s offices 
 

PURCHASE OR CONSTRUCTION 
OF CAPITAL ASSETS 
COMP HARD&SYSTEMS - 
DESKTOP 
 

 
Selective distribution of items to relevant departments has been implemented. This 
exercise is beneficial in terms of limiting inappropriate use of items which are ordinarily not 
supposed to be visible on the other department’s database. The full chart of accounts is 
available, should the department require and item that they do not have access to the 
department must send a request to the SCOA Technical Committee for consideration and 
approval to grant access to the item.  

The high level accounts for inventory are discussed below: 

 Inventory: Clothing, Material and Accessories  

This refers to the purchase of clothing and bags, including items such as caps, jackets and 
t-shirts, clothing for children's homes, for distribution to the public or for sale to employees. 
The category includes protective clothing and needlework accessories.   

 Inventory: Farming Supplies  

This item includes farm animal supplements, plastic bags for seedlings, packaging for 
produce, and labels and tags for identification and marking of animals and plants. For 
example, if a department purchases seedlings and fertilisers for distribution to farmers as 
part of their inventory stock item as mandated.  

 Inventory: Food and Food Supplies  

This includes items such as baby and special foods, bread and confectionery, eggs and 
egg products, fruits (fresh and frozen), groceries, meat, poultry and fish and milk and milk 
products.  
For example, if the Department of Health purchases grocery items such as tea, coffee and 
sugar for internal meetings this will be accounted for as consumable items, however if the 
Department of Health purchases tea, coffee and sugar to be provided to patients at 
hospitals this will be accounted for as inventory. 
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NB: Catering for meetings and other departmental activities are separately provided for 
under catering.  

 Inventory: Fuel, Oil, Gas, Wood and Coal  

Items under this category caters for chemicals, fuel, oil, gas, wood and coal. Fuel supplies 
include General Gas and Household Gas. This is considered as strategic stock in most 
departments due its nature. Examples of chemicals include ammonia, chlorine, sodium 
hydroxide, sulfuric acid, nitric acid. For example, a provincial Department of Health buys 
oxygen for the hospitals in the province as part of its inventory stock item as mandated.  
 
Medical gas must be captured under INV:MEDICAL SUPPLIES and not INV:FUEL, OIL AND 

GAS.   
This category include INV F&G:WOOD & COAL to cater for wood and coal purchased for use 
by the department. 

 Inventory: Learner and Teacher Support Material 

This category relates to the education sector. It caters for media collections and learning 
and teaching support materials purchased by the Department of Education (DoE) for 
distribution to schools. Library materials to be distributed to individuals or entities outside 
the control of the department are classified as Inventory: Learner and Teacher Support 
Material. 

DoE examples of materials purchased for dual purposes and captured under inventory 
include: 

 Workbooks and school stationery - Learning and Teaching Support Materials (LTSM) 

 Printing Paper - Workbooks for High School  

 Printing Paper - For use by Department’s officials 

Library material that meets the definition of a tangible asset must be classified either as 
minor assets or as payment for capital assets, depending on the value of the asset.  

Library materials purchased by the department to be distributed to libraries controlled by 
municipalities are classified as Inventory: Learner and Teacher Support Material. However, 
if the department purchases library material for distribution to other libraries within its 
control, these must be classified as capital assets or minor asset (movable assets only), 
whichever classification is appropriate.   

 Inventory: Materials and Supplies  

Materials and supplies include items such as building materials, hardware, painting 
materials and workshop accessories. INV MAT&SUP:SPARES & ACCESS has been 
removed from the chart as it was deemed to be vague. Departments are encouraged to 
utilize the existing list of definite items, however should the department require and 
additional item request form must be submitted to the SCOA Technical Committee for 
approval and additions.  

This category include inventories purchased for the maintenance and repairs of buildings 
and other fixed structures. Inventory purchased for refurbishment and rehabilitation or 
upgrades and addition of buildings or other fixed structures are captured under 
purchase/construction of capital assets. 

 Inventory: Medical Supplies  

Medical supplies include all medical related inventory items such as bandages, gloves, etc. 
Departments which are not mandated to hold medical supplies should use the relevant 
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items under Consumables. This category includes INV F&G:MEDICAL GAS to capture 
manufactured and packaged gas intended for use on patients. 

 Inventory: Medicine  

This refers to drugs or other preparations used for the treatment or prevention of disease. 
Departments which are not mandated to hold medical supplies should use relevant items 
under Consumables. Limited for use by Department of Health (DoH) and Department of 
Defence (DoD).  This category will not be distributed for use by other departments. 

 MEDSAS: Inventory Interface  

This account is used by DoH for the procurement and management of pharmaceutical 
products and medicines through the MEDSAS trading entity. MEDSAS is a system used for 
the procurement, and management of pharmaceutical products, including medicines etc. 
This system is mainly used by the National and Provincial DoH. 

 Inventory: Other Supplies 

Included in this category are Laboratory Chemicals and Supplies, Military Stores, 
Ammunition and Security Supplies. Inventory: Assets for Distribution. 

Inventory: Assets for Distribution 

Assets for distribution is used by those departments who acquire assets, movable capital 
assets and movable minor assets, for distribution as part of their service delivery mandate. 
An example is when the Department of Education purchases furniture for schools, this 
expenditure will be classified Inventory: Assets for Distribution.  

There are cases where departments will purchase assets for the purpose of donating them 
to the community but it is not part of the department’s mandate to render that service, such 
purchases are classified as Assets.  For example the National Treasury purchases desks to 
be donated to a school. In this case the purchase of the desk was be treated as the 
purchase of an asset, and disposed of in the normal manner when donated to the school.  

Another example is that of wheelchairs. Wheelchairs to be distributed to patients should be 
classified as Inventory, whereas wheelchairs to be used by hospitals to transport patients 
within the hospital will be classified as assets (capital assets or minor assets, depending 
with the value at purchase).  

Consumable Supplies 

 

Consumables are items:  
(a) items that are used and replaced on a regular basis;  

(b) capable of being consumed, destroyed, wasted, discarded or 
spent;  

(c) that are in contrast to durable items that can be used 
repeatedly over a substantial period; and  

(d) that are not directly linked to the service delivery needs of a 
department.  

 
A good that meets the definition of inventory but it is not closely related to a department’s 
service delivery mandate should be classified as a Consumable. A further indicator is when 
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the item is consumed by the department, rather than by the general public. Consumables 
are items that are used and replaced on a regular basis; capable of being consumed, 
destroyed, wasted, discarded or spent; that are in contrast to durable items that can be 
used repeatedly over a substantial period; and that are not directly linked to the service 
delivery needs of a department. 
 
Consumables are classified under Consumable Supplies on the Chart of Accounts. 

Purchases of items that do not relate to a department’s core mandate should be classified 
as Consumable and not as Inventory. Thus, medicine purchased for patients is classified 
as inventory but medicine purchased as part of first aid kits for nurses is classified as 
Consumables.  

It is important to note that the controls and management surrounding consumable items 
should not be compromised.  

 

 
Inventory consists of goods essential for satisfying a 
department’s service delivery obligations. All other goods are 
classified as Consumables. 

 
It is important to note that certain items may be purchased as 
inventory and as consumables. For example, bandages are 
acquired for redistribution to hospitals and/or clinics but may 
also be purchased for use within a department to treat injuries 
on duty. 

Current items, except purchases of capital assets, bought for 
dual purpose should be classified as inventory. 

 
A department should send a motivation to the OAG to obtain approval for items that qualify 
to be consumables to be classified as consumables.  
 
The consumables category include, amongst others: 

 Consumables: household supplies 

 Consumables: fuel & gas supplies 

 Consumables: contraceptives 

 Consumables: materials and supplies 

 Consumables: medical kit 

 Consumables: stationery, printing & office supplies 

Operating leases 

An operating lease is a lease other than a finance lease. The item is used for operating 
leases for all classes of assets, including buildings, other fixed structures, machinery and 
equipment, heritage assets, specialised military assets, software and intangible assets and 
biological assets. Currently the chart has provision to capture the following operating 
leases: 
 OPERATING LEASE:BUILDINGS 

 OPERATING LEASE:OTHER FIXD STRCT 

 OPERATING LEASE:OTHER MACH&EQUIP 

 OPERATING LEASE:TRANSPORT EQUIP 

 
Maintenance costs on machinery on an operating lease are also captured under this 
category (operating leases). This item should be utilised for all payments relating to the 
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operating lease of machinery used to maintain buildings and all payments relating to the 
operating lease of machinery used to maintain fixed structures other than buildings. 
 
Rental of land is recorded separately under the Interest and Rent on Land category. The 
description of the asset being leased is recorded in the Asset segment. 

 

 

 

An operating lease is a lease other than a finance lease. A lease 
is classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer 
substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. 
An operating lease is a lease whose term is short compared to 
the useful life of the asset or piece of equipment (an airliner, a 
ship, etc.) being leased. An operating lease is commonly used to 
acquire equipment on a relatively short-term basis. 

 

Rental and hiring 

Rental and hiring includes transactions that involve a once-off payment for the short-term 
use of an item owned by an external party; for example, toilets, chairs and tables for a 
special function to be hosted by a department. However, if an official hires a rental car 
whilst on an official trip this rental is classified as Travel and Subsistence. This item will 
exclude any rental for buildings. 

Rental and hiring is not the same as Lease payments as the latter refer to a series of 
payments.  

Property payments  

This item provides for all payments related to contractual obligations contributing to the 
functionality of residential and non-residential buildings only. Similar expenditure incurred 
on other fixed structures such as roads is allocated to the relevant items (under goods and 
services, if maintenance and repairs or purchase/construction of capital assets, if capital in 
nature). 
 
When allocating property payments transactions, ownership is not relevant. Thus 
transactions can be made for leased as well as owned buildings using the property 
payments category. 

Under this item, provision is made for payment of municipal services, repairs and 
maintenance, cleaning, gardening, security, pest control,. It might appear that some of the 
items under this category are repeated under the Contractors category. This is not the 
case, as the items under this category relate to contractual obligations in terms of the 
management and/or upkeep of buildings, whereas the items under Contractors relate to 
payments related to other fixed structures. 

Costs related to own account capital projects on buildings (upgrades and additions and 
repairs and maintenance) on properties / buildings are catered for under 
purchase/construction of capital assets. The relevant posting levels would be: 
 CONTRCTR:REFU&REH BUILDINGS (under PUR/CONST CAPITAL ASSETS / BUILDINGS 

& OTHER FIX STRUCT/ BUILDINGS,..) 

 CONTRCTR:UPGR&ADD BUL (under (under PUR/CONST CAPITAL ASSETS / BUILDINGS 
& OTHER FIX STRUCT/ BUILDINGS,…)  
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Every payment allocated to property payments must be linked to an appropriate class of 
building in the Asset segment.  

Transport provided departmental activity 

This category refers to expenses associated with transport provided by the department in 
transporting people during the execution of its mandate. All such costs should be allocated 
to this item even if procured from an external service provider. This refers to transport not 
available to the general public and it is exclusive to the recipient of the benefit of the service 
provided by the department. An example would be transport of school children and 
transport of individuals to a public event hosted by the department as part of their Youth 
Day celebrations. 

Travel and subsistence 

Travel and subsistence refers to reimbursement of costs related to travel within or outside 
South Africa for business purposes, and subsistence for food and drink, where the 
employee is required to stay at a location other than his/her permanent residence for one or 
more nights within or outside of South Africa.  

Training and development 

This includes training and development provided to employees and non-employees as well 
as training materials not provided for separately under goods and services. 

Operating payments 

Operating payments include services relevant to a department’s day-to-day operation; for 
example, cash discounts, cleaning services, courier and delivery services, resettlement 
costs, roadworthy tests, school boarding costs, storage of files and assets, taking over of 
contractual obligations, air, freight and harbour services, printing and publications, and 
witness and related costs. 
 
Under the category operating payments, O/P:CLEANING SERVICES has been amended on 
a non-posting level to match the posting level item O/P:LAUNDRY SERVICES. 

Venues and facilities 

Included in this category are costs incurred from using venues and/or facilities not available 
within the normal business premises of a department and normally specialist in nature. If a 
supplier’s invoice is split into the different services provided, such as accommodation and 
catering, the payment should be accounted for under the relevant items provided for 
elsewhere in the Chart of Accounts. Facilities include exhibition equipment and audio visual 
equipment forming part of venue hire; for example, if a department hires a conference 
centre to conduct a training session for staff.  

If a department hires a marquee and tables, chairs etc., this is classified as Rental and 
hiring. However, if an official hires a rental car whilst on an official trip this is classified as 
Travel and Subsistence. 

Interest and rent on land 

This item includes the total value of interest payments. These are payments associated 
with debt, for example interest on borrowing and overdraft facilities.  Interest payments on 
bills and bonds issued by other government units are also included here. Payments on 
overdue accounts should also be included here, and the total value of payments due to use 
of land owned by another party including other government units. Payments associated 
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with the use of land should be distinguished from payments due to the use of buildings or 
other fixed structures. Payments for the use of buildings and other fixed structures are 
classified as goods and services and specifically lease payments. The item rent on land 

also is included in the total value of payments due to use of sub-soil assets and other 
naturally occurring assets that are commercially exploitable such as virgin forests, game 
and fisheries. 

 

The interest portion of finance lease payments is not separately 
classified as interest; instead, the recurring portion payment, 
which includes both the capital and interest, is classified as 
purchase/construction of capital assets. 

 
Interest on unitary payments in relation to public-private 
partnerships (PPPs) is classified under this category. 

4.6.2.3. Transfer payments 

The definitions and the items that are included under transfer payments have been 
discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and are therefore not repeated in this section. 

4.6.2.4. Purchase/construction of capital assets 

 

Capital assets are resources that are expected to be used 
during more than one reporting period and from which future 
economic benefits or service potential are expected to flow, 
provided that their value equalled or exceeded the capitalisation 
threshold when originally purchased.  

 

The Item segment represents only part of the total of payments for capital assets as 

identified in the Economic Classification. In the Item segment, a different term is used: 
purchase/construction of capital assets. There is correspondence between payments for 
capital assets in the Economic Classification and purchase/construction of capital assets in 
the Item segment but the two categories may not be the same.  

Everything classified as purchase/construction of capital assets in the Item segment falls 
under payments for capital assets in the Economic Classification. For example, when a 
department constructs a road or building on own-account, the payments for inventory items 
of building and construction material are classified as purchase/construction of capital 
assets in the Item segment and as payments for capital assets in the Economic 
Classification.  
  
The SCOA Technical Committee has in the past allowed duplication of construction of 
capital assets items (Own Account and Outsourced). The duplications resulted in the 
incorrect use of items and subsequently led to departments incorrectly budgeting and 
reporting on expenditure. As these own account items were provided for under Goods and 
Services, department incorrectly budgeted for them under goods and services instead of 
payments for capital assets. Therefore, it was decided that the own accounts construction 
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item be removed and created under the correct category purchase/construction of capital 
asset in the Item segment.  

The category payments for capital assets in the Economic Classification is derived not only 

from the Item segment, but also from the Infrastructure and Asset segments. Thus, the item 
purchase/construction of capital assets in the Item segment should not be confused with 
payments for capital assets in departments’ budget documentation.   

In the Item segment, purchase/construction of capital assets should be used for certain 

purchases of capital assets, mainly in the following situations: 

 when a stand-alone item of a capital nature is purchased 

 when a project of a capital nature, such as refurbishments, rehabilitation, upgrades 
and additions, is undertaken and the project is outsourced to a service provider or is 
undertaken on own account 

 purchase of buildings and other fixed structures 

 finance leases entered into by a department. 

Purchase/construction of capital assets should be used when paying for salaries and 
wages (compensation of employees) or goods and services when such items are used as 

inputs into a capital project undertaken on own-account. This is because there is provision 
on the chart (Item segment) to capture compensation of employees under 
purchase/construction of capital assets for other fixed structures Therefore, the appropriate 
posting level would be purchase/construction of capital assets. As mentioned above, for 

compensation of employees, this is similar to the Economic Classification where these 
items are considered payments for capital assets. The transaction must also be allocated to 
capital infrastructure spending to ensure that it is recorded as payments for capital assets 
in the Economic Classification. 

 

A stand-alone item is an individual good or service that is not 
part of a project. An example of a stand-alone item is a new car 
for the minister. 
 
A project is a collection of tasks usually of a multi-disciplinary 
nature to achieve a certain goal; for example, the construction of 
a new road or repair of an existing building. 

Movable items (all items classified under machinery and equipment) are duplicated in the 
Item and Asset segments. This is to allow for the separate identification of assets 
purchased that are subsequently allocated as a component to an immovable asset; for 
example, when a department purchases new blinds for an office building’s windows. 
Assuming that the blinds were custom made for the office windows and cost more than 
R5,000 per window, the blinds are not accounted for separately in the department’s asset 
register but are added to the value of the building. 

The duplication of the asset classes in both the Item segment and Asset segment allows 
users of the system to clearly identify whether an asset is a major asset (capital asset) or 
minor asset as this distinction is not possible in the asset segment. 
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The following is an example of recording additions to an office 
building by a government department: 

In the construction of an office building to house a department, 
the Department of Public Works receives an invoice for the 
installation of CCTV throughout the building:  
What would the asset class classification of this expenditure be in 
the Item segment?  
 
The department will have to identify the individual item in the Item 
segment, which is security equipment systems and materials 
fixed, under the machinery and equipment category and link it to 
buildings and other fixed structures in the Asset Segment. The 
appropriate category in the Infrastructure segment will also be 
utilised for economic classification purposes. This transaction is 
classified as buildings and other fixed structures. 

 
Any purchases of movable assets not associated with immovable assets are accounted for 
in the Item and Asset segments in the same manner. For example, if a national department 
purchases a departmental vehicle (movable) which is not associated with any building 
project (immovable), the account used both in the Item and Asset segments is motor 
vehicles. 

The item purchase/construction of capital assets consists of the same categories as 
payments for capital assets: 

 Buildings and other fixed structures (immovable assets) (infrastructure assets). This 
will include buildings such as hospitals, office buildings and schools and other fixed 
structures such as roads, bridges and dams. 

 Machinery and equipment (movable assets).  This will include transport equipment 
such as vehicles, ships and aircraft and other machinery and equipment such as 
photocopiers, furniture, engines, motors, generators and computer hardware. 

 Heritage assets such as historical buildings and monuments, archaeological sites, 
conservation areas and nature reserves, and works of art. 

 Specialised military assets such as flying suits and parachutes, rigging, ammunition 
and exposure equipment, weapons, ships and marine equipment.  

 Biological assets such as dairy cattle, wool-producing animals, breeding stock, game 
and animals used for transportation and entertainment, trees, vines and shrubs 
cultivated for the production of fruits, nuts, sap, resin, bark and leaf products. 
Slaughter animals are not biological assets because they can only be used once. 

 Software and intangible assets such as computer software operating systems (refer 
to the discussion on computer services, under goods and services), patents and 
rights. 

  Land and sub-soil assets, including land and expenditures incurred in the search for 
mineral resources, including minerals, oil, natural gas and similar non-regenerative 
resources 
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Own-account and outsourced transactions 

The prefix OWN (for own account) or OUTS (for outsourced) have been removed from the 
chart. The understanding of own account projects and outsourced projects is important for 
use in determining the cost of projects and respective classification of transactions.  

 

An activity is outsourced when a department appoints a third 
party to carry out specific projects on its behalf. In understanding 
this concept, a distinction should be made between ad hoc 
“contracting out” and “outsourcing”.  “Contracting out” involves 
short-term assignments or specific projects whereas 
“outsourcing” involves appointing one or more entities to take 
responsibility for a function or process mainly related to 
infrastructure projects for which the department remains 
accountable.  

The following, individually or in combination, may indicate that a 
department has outsourced a project: 

 the department is not involved in the purchase of materials 
used as inputs to the project 

 the project is fully carried out by the service provider and 
the department is only responsible for the management of 
the project 

 the third party only delivers the final product at the end of 
the project 

 a single payment or a series of payments for the entire 
project are made to the service provider. 

In some instances, a department appoints multiple contractors 
with the specific skills and responsibilities required to complete 
the project. The appointment of multiple contractors does not 
imply that the project as a whole is not outsourced. 

 

 

An activity is carried out on own-account when a department 
purchases all the necessary inputs and uses its own resources 
(e.g. staff and equipment) to plan, implement, and execute the 
activity. Unlike outsourced projects, the department takes full 
responsibility for the inputs, processes and delivery of the 
project outputs. Inputs into the project may include the 
appointment of professional service providers such as 
engineers, architects, project managers; and the purchase of 
materials. Inputs may also include small outsourced projects; for 
example, the construction of a laboratory outsourced to a private 
firm and forming part of a school building project implemented 
by the department on own-account.  

For all outsourced capital projects such as the construction of a new building, the 
expenditure will be recorded under purchase/construction of capital assets and posted to 
the line item CONTRCTR:NEW BUILDINGS.  
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Below is a high level overview of the purchase/construction of capital assets for buildings: 

 

PUR/CONST CAPITAL ASSETS

BUILDINGS & OTHER FIX STRUCT

BUILDINGS

NEW BUILDINGS

PURCHASE:NEW BUILDINGS

CONSTRUCTION:NEW BUILDINGS

CONTRCTR:NEW BUILDINGS

NEW BUILDINGS:CONSULTANTS

NEW BLD:CONS:ADVERT& ADMIN COST

NEW BUILDINGS:INVENTORIES

NEW BLD:INV M&S:BLDG&CONSTR

NEW BUILDINGS:OTHER CONTRCT

NEW BUILD:CONTRCTRS:CASUAL LABOR

EXISITING BUILDINGS

REFURB&REHAB:BUILDINGS

CONTRCTR:REFU&REH  BUILDINGS

REF&REH BUILDINGS:CONSULTANTS

R&R BLD:ADVERTISNG & ADMIN COST

REF&REH BUILDINGS:INVENTORIES

R&R BUILD:INV M&S:BLDG&CONSTR

REF&REH BUILDINGS:OTHER CONTRCT

R&R BUILD:CONTRCTRS:CASUAL LABOR

UPGRADES & ADD:BUILDINGS

CONTRCTR:UPGR&ADD BUL

UPGR&ADD BULDINGS:CONSULTANTS

U&A BUILD:C/P:ENGIN CIVIL

UPGR&ADD BUILDINGS:INVENTORIES

U&A:INV MAT&SUP:BLDG&CONSTR

U&A:BUILD:INV CLOTH:UNI&PRT CLTH

UPGR&ADD BUILDINGS:OTHER CONTRCT

U&A BUILD:CONTRCTRS:CASUAL LABOR  

As can be seen above, the chart accommodates the capturing of all direct costs that are 
incurred in own account construction projects that are of a capital nature for buildings. 

Below is a high level presentation of the tem segment covering the purchase/construction 
of capital assets for other fixed structures: 
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OTHER FIXED STRUCTURES

NEW OTHER FIXED STRUCTURES

CONSTRUCTN:NEW OTHER FIX STRUCT

CONTRCTR:NEW OTHER FIXED STRUCT

NEW OTH FIX STRUCT:CONSULTANTS

NEW OFST:C/P:ENGIN ELECTR

NEW OTH FIX STRUCT:INVENTORY

NEW OFST:INV:CONSTR MAT

NEW OFST:INV:ELECTRIC SUPPLIE

NEW OTH FIX STR:TRAVEL&SUBSIST

NEW OFST:T&S DOM:ACCOMMODATION

NEW OTH FIX STR:OT OP COST

NEW OFST:O/P:CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES

NEW OFST:O/P:RENTAL & HIRING

NEW OTH FIX STR:COMP OF EMPLOYES

NEW OFST:S&W:BASIC SALARY (RES)

EXISTNG OTHER FIXED STRUCTURES

REF&REHAB:OTHER FIXED STRUCTURES

CONTRCTR:REF&REH OTHER FIXED STR

REF&REH OTH FIX STR:CONSULTANTS

R&R OFST:C/P:ENGIN CIVIL

REF&REH OTH FIX STR:INVENTORIE

R&R OFST:INV:ROAD CONSTR&SUP

REF&REH OTH FIX STR:OT OP COST

R&R OFST:O/P:RENTAL & HIRING

REF&REH OTH FIX STR:OTH CONT

R&R OFST:CONTRCTRS:CASUAL LABOUR

UPG & ADD:OTHER FIXED STRUCTURES

CONTRCTR:UPGR&ADD OTHER FIX STR

UPGR&ADD OTH FIX STR:CONSULTANTS

U&A OFST:C/P:INFR&PLN SER:ARCHIT

UP&ADD:OTH FIX STRUCT:INVENTORIE

U&A OFST:INV:HARDWARE

UPGR&ADD OTH FIX STRUCT:OTH CONT

U&A OFST:CONTRCTRS:CASUAL LABOUR

UP&ADD:OTH FIX STRUCT:OT OP COST

U&A:OFST:O/P:COM:AIRTIME & DATA

UP&ADD: OTH FIX STR:TRAVEL&FLEET

U&A OFST:T&S DOM:SPEC DAILY ALLW

UP&ADD:OTH FIX STR:COMP OF EMPL

U&A OFST:S&W:BASIC SALARY (RES)

U&A OFST:EMPL CONTR:BARG COU(RES  

As can be noted above, the chart accommodates all direct inputs of expenditure incurred in 
capital projects (own account or outsourced) for other fixed structures. These include 
contactors, consultants, compensation of employees (salaries and wages as well as social 
contributions), inventory and other direct operating costs. 

The practice noted above also applies to projects of a capital nature executed on 
machinery and equipment.  For example, fees paid to contractors doing refurbishment of a 
department’s generators would be posted to CONTRCTR:REFU&REHA OTH MACH under the 
category purchase/construction of capital assets. 
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Finance lease payments 

 

A finance lease is a lease that transfers substantially all the risks 
and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset. Title may or may 
not eventually be transferred. 

 

A finance lease effectively means the department, as lessee, is purchasing a capital asset, 
because all the risks and rewards of ownership are effectively transferred to the lessee.  
Therefore all finance leases are allocated to payment for capital assets in the Economic 
Classification. 

In the Item segment, all finance leases are captured under the respective category finance 
lease with the main category purchase/construction of capital assets. 

 

The interest portion of finance lease payments is not separately 
classified as interest; instead, the recurring portion payment, 
which includes both the capital and interest, is classified under 
the respective finance lease category with the main category 
purchase/construction of capital assets. 

 
 

4.6.2.2. Payment for financial assets 

The definitions and the items that are included under payments for financial assets have 
been discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and are therefore not repeated in this section. 
 

 

A finance lease is a lease that transfers substantially all the 
risks and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset. Title may 
or may not eventually be transferred. 
 

4.6.2.5. Receipts 

The definitions and the items that are included under receipts have been discussed in detail 
in Chapter 2 and are therefore not repeated in this section. 

Important to note is that there are additional line items that have been added to the receipts 
category. Some line items have been removed as part of the streamlining exercise by the 
SCOA technical committee. For example: 
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 SERV REND:AERONAUTICALSERVICES – have been added to the chart 

 SALES:CAPITAL ASSETS has a number of sub-categories added, giving details of the 
asset classes sold. For example, SALES:CAPITAL ASSETS has sub-categories such 
as SALES:CELLULAR PHONES and SALES:COMP HARD&SYSTEMS – LAPTOP. 

4.6.2.6. Assets, liabilities and net assets  

The assets, liabilities and net assets recorded in the Item segment are different from those 
in the Asset segment. The items included here relate mainly to receivables and payables, 
whereas the Asset segment includes the various categories of tangible and intangible 
assets used by a department to render services. 

Assets 

 

Assets are resources controlled by an entity as a result of past 
events and from which future economic benefits or service 
potential are expected to flow to the entity. 

A transaction meets the definition of an asset when: 

 the department controls its benefits or can prevent others from sharing benefits 
derived from its use. In many cases, a legal title and physical possession are good 
indicators of control. 

 some event or transaction transfers control to the department 

 the good contributes, directly or indirectly, to the cash and cash equivalents of the 
department or contributes to a department’s ability to provide a service to another 
party. A good purchased for resale will result in cash flowing to the entity (economic 
benefits) but a good purchased to facilitate the delivery of primary health care will 
contribute towards the entity achieving its strategic objectives (service potential). 

Current assets 

An asset shall be classified as current when it satisfies any of the following criteria:  

 it is expected to be realised in, or is held for sale or consumption in, the department’s 
normal operating cycle  

 it is held primarily for the purpose of being traded 

 it is expected to be realised within twelve months after the reporting date  

 it is cash or a cash equivalent asset unless it is restricted from being exchanged or 
used to settle a liability for at least twelve months after the reporting date.  

All other assets shall be classified as non-current. 

Cash and cash equivalents  

Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents are short-term 
highly liquid investments that are readily convertible into known amounts of cash and which 
are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value. It includes cash on hand, balances 
with banks and investments in money market instruments held with investors and 
commercial banks within the Republic of South Africa. 
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Pre-payments and advances  

Pre-payments are payments in advance for goods and services to be received in the future. 
The actual amount paid is known. Advances are amounts made available to other entities 
or employees for expected operating expenditure, for example Travel and Subsistence. 
Transactions classified under non-current assets are those which are not realised within 
twelve months or the normal operating cycle. 

Receivables 

Receivables consist of amounts due to the State as a result of the sale of goods or the 
provision of services by the State; for example, hospital debtors. When a service is 
rendered to patients, payment is expected to be received. 

Unauthorised expenditure 

Unauthorised expenditure refers to overspending of a vote or a main division within a vote; 
or expenditure not made in accordance with the purpose of a vote or, in the case of a main 
division, not in accordance with the purpose of the main division. 

Non-current assets 

Trading entity: Capital assets 

This group of items relates to capital assets held by trading entities; in terms of accrual 
accounting, it capitalises property, plant and equipment. These accounts should only be 
used by the trading entities and not by national or provincial departments as these 
expenses the purchase of capital assets in the statement of financial performance for the 
modified cash basis. 

Investment 

This refers to assets held by an entity primarily for the creation of wealth through receipt of 
distributions (such as interest, royalties, dividends and rentals) and for capital appreciation. 

Loans 

A loan is an arrangement in which a lender gives money to a borrower, and the borrower 
agrees to repay the money, normally with interest, at some future point(s) in time. Usually, 
there is a predetermined time for repaying a loan, and generally the lender has to bear the 
risk that the borrower may not repay a loan. 

Loans are recognised in the statement of financial position at the nominal amount when 
cash is paid to the beneficiary. Loan balances are reduced when cash repayments are 
received from the beneficiary. Amounts that are potentially irrecoverable are included in the 
disclosure notes. Loans outstanding at year-end are carried in the statement of financial 
position at cost. 

Pre-payments and advances 

Pre-payments are payments in advance for goods and services to be received in the future. 
The actual amount paid is known. Advances are amounts made available to other entities 
or employees for expected operating expenditure; for example, travel and subsistence. 
Transactions classified under non-current assets are those which are not realised within 12 
months or the normal operating cycle. These types of advances should be dealt with in 
terms of departmental policies and prescripts issued.   
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Liabilities 

Liabilities are future sacrifices of economic benefits that an entity is presently obliged to 
make to other entities as a result of past transactions or other past events.   
 
Current liabilities 
 
Payables  

Current payables consist of all money owed by a department and due within one year after 
the reporting date, and are not raised if or when one department provides a service to 
another department. 

According to the definition in the Accounting Manual for Departments (AMD) chapter on 
Liabilities, Contingents payables, are liabilities to pay for goods or services that have been 
received or supplied and have been invoiced or formally agreed with the supplier (and 
include payments in respect of social benefits where formal agreements for specified 
amounts exist). 

Conversion accounts 

These accounts are used when another financial system's figures are transferred into BAS. 
The user either debits or credits this account and debits or credits the correct allocation in 
BAS. This account must have a zero balance when the conversion process is finalised.  

Advances 

Advances comprise funds received in advance of goods/services that are yet to be 
delivered by the department in accordance with an agreement under which the advance is 
received.   

Revenue Collected To Be Paid 

During a financial year, no transactions are posted to this account. After the close of the 
financial year, either a debit or credit balance will be realised on the account. A debit 
balance indicates that too much revenue was paid to the National/Provincial Revenue 
Fund. This balance must be cleared within the next month after appropriation by crediting 
the revenue accrual account and proportionally debiting the revenue items included in 
March’s revenue reconciliation. A credit balance indicates that too little revenue was paid to 
the National/Provincial Revenue Fund. This balance must be cleared within the next month 
after appropriation by debiting the revenue accrual account and proportionally crediting the 
revenue items included in March’s revenue reconciliation. 

At close of the financial year-end, this account is automatically debited with the debit 
balance on the general account of revenue. This account is credited with the total income 
(all transactions posted to revenue allocations during the financial year) during 
appropriation. These transactions are effected by a special batch run activated when the 
supervisor authorises the month-close of March in a financial year. The accounts involved 
in the above-mentioned transactions are specified in the year-end mappings under the 
period opening and closing functionality. 

Voted funds to be surrendered 

This account is credited on a monthly basis with the amount of funds received for that 
month, and the fund requisition account is debited. At close of the financial year-end, this 
account is automatically credited with the balance of the General Account of the Vote and 
debited with the total expenditure (all transactions posted to expenditure allocations during 
the financial year) during appropriation. A debit balance on this account at year-end shows 
that the department's expenditure was more than that stated in the Appropriation Act. This 
amount constitutes unauthorised expenditure and must be journalised to the Unauthorised 
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Exp. Dept. Vote: CA. A credit balance shows that the department's expenditure was less 
than stated in the Appropriation Act. This amount must be paid to the National Treasury or 
a provincial treasury with a normal BAS payment from this account. 
 
A debit balance on this account is forthcoming from the opening journal that debits the 
account with an amount equal to the total of the budget of the department as published in 
the Appropriation Act. The credit leg of the opening journal is posted to the general account 
of the vote available. During the financial year, the diminishing debit balance on this 
account indicates the amount of voted funds that were not requested by the department, 
through fund requisitions from National Treasury or a provincial treasury, on the date of the 
report.   

Non-current liabilities 

Non-current liabilities consist of all money owed by the department which is due more than 
one year after the reporting date.  

Net assets 

The difference between total assets and total liabilities (assuming the value of assets is 
higher than the value of its liabilities) is termed net assets. This category consists of:  

 Recoverable revenue: amounts are recognised as recoverable revenue when a 
payment made in a previous financial year becomes recoverable from a debtor in the 
current financial year 

 Operational funds: this group of accounts provides for the period open/close journals 
for revenue and expenditure. 
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4.7 Asset segment 

4.7.1 Introduction 

The purpose of the Asset segment is to identify asset classes and to provide details of the 
Economic Classification. The Asset segment is the most important source of information for 
the management of the department’s assets and can be used as the basis for the 
reconciliation of the asset register; however, it is not an asset register.  

It is important to note that the Asset segment does not only apply to assets owned by the 
department.  It is also used to record lease payments and assets constructed on behalf of 
another entity. The Asset segment is centrally controlled and standardised for all 
departments. It is also aligned to the classification of the different classes of assets in 
accordance with the asset management framework.  

There is no provision for further breakdown of the lowest levels provided on the chart in the 
Asset segment. This was done to facilitate category links between the Infrastructure, 
Assets and Item segment. The duplication between minor and capital assets in the assets 
segment has been removed, however the details of the split can be found in the item 
segment.  

Below is an overview of the Asset segment: 

ASSET RELATED 

  BUILD AND OTHER FIXED STRUCTURES 

  
 

INVESTMENT PROPERTY 

  
 

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 

  
 

NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 

  
 

OTHER FIXED STRUCTURES 

  MACHINERY &  EQUIPMENT 

  
 

OTHER MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 

  
 

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT 

  HERITAGE ASSETS 

  BIOLOGICAL ASSETS 

  SPECIALISED MILITARY ASSETS 

  LAND AND SUBSOIL ASSETS 

 SOFTW AND INTANGIBLE CAPITAL ASSETS 

NON-ASSETS RELATED 

  NON-ASSETS RELATED 
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The key question for finding the appropriate classification code 
for this segment is, “does the transaction relates to an asset or 
the use of an asset and if so, which asset class?” 

 

 

4.7.2 Details of the Asset segment 

4.7.2.1. Asset related 

In order to identify an asset, a department needs to select a posting level in the Asset 
segment; for example, relating to the name of the building or structure. With regard to 
infrastructure assets, the posting level is the “name of the building” or the “name of the 
facility/structure”. Detail is then posted against the specific type of building, identified 
according to the nature of the building.  

For all asset categories, departments cannot create posting levels at the discretion of their 
management. Asset classes have to be selected from the standardised chart.  

Details of the costs associated with an asset are recorded against the relevant asset or 
asset class or asset type (given posting level). These include all costs associated with 
purchasing, finance lease payments or construction of assets such as materials involved in 
the construction process, expenditure incurred in getting assets operational and costs 
associated with dismantling and removing an asset. It also includes refurbishment and 
rehabilitation costs, upgrades and addition costs as well as maintenance and repairs of all 
asset classes. 

It should also be noted that there are cases in which an asset class should be selected 
even though the transactions do not contribute to capital formation. This is the case, for 
example, with operating leases, maintenance and repairs, municipal services etc. 

 

A department leases an office building. The classification in the 
asset segment will be buildings and other fixed structures: non-
residential buildings. Posting level would be OFFICE BUILDINGS. 

With buildings and other fixed structures, subcategories have been created for different 
types of schools, research facilities, higher education institutions, power stations, roads  
hospitals, amongst others. 

 

The Department of Education undertakes repairs and 
maintenance to a primary school. The Asset segment will be 
buildings and other fixed structures – non-residential – 
schools old - SCHOOLS OLD – PRIMARY. 
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The Department of Health repairs its motor vehicles.  The 
Asset segment will be machinery and equipment – transport 
equipment - MOTOR VEHICLES. 

 

 

The Department of Social Development hires a music 
instruments to facilitate the playing of music at an event.  The 
Asset segment will be machinery and equipment – other 
machinery and equipment - MUSIC INSTRUMENTS. 

 

 

Every item under property payments, such as gardening, 
cleaning, security and municipal services, is linked to an asset 
class in the Asset segment. 

 

The reason why the Asset segment caters for these current spending items is that it is 
important for management purposes to monitor which asset classes are being leased and 
maintained; for example, leased motor vehicles. 

The Asset segment also links the sale of capital assets to the relevant asset class. 

4.7.2.2. Non-asset related  

As mentioned above, the Asset segment also provides for the item non-asset related. This 
item should be used when the transaction does not directly contribute to asset formation or 
when transactions are not related to an asset or the use of an asset. 

Departments may, at the discretion and approval of management, link certain items of 
goods and services and transfer payments that do not directly contribute to asset formation 
to asset classes in the Asset segment. Once such a decision has been made, departments 
should ensure consistency of transactions over time. For recording and monitoring 
purposes, they should notify the National Treasury via the SCOA helpdesk for such 
transactions. 

This can be illustrated by an example: a provincial Department of Education is transferring 
funds to a Section 21 school for the addition of classrooms to the existing structure. The 
provincial Department of Education would like to monitor the spending of the transfer 
payment to the type of asset for which the money was appropriated and would therefore 
link it to the type of asset in the Asset segment rather than to non-asset related. 
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4.7.2.3. Similarities & Differences between Item and Asset segments 

Both the Item and Asset segments have accounts relating to asset classes. When 
departments buy stand-alone capital assets and when an outside contractor undertakes a 
capital project on behalf of a government unit, the immediate and ultimate uses are the 
same and the entries in the two segments are identical. The effect will be the same if the 
project was done own account. 
 

 

Immediate versus ultimate use of funds: This distinction is 
best explained by means of an example. If a department pays 
its own employees to repair a road, the immediate use of funds 
is to pay the employees. This is reflected in the Item segment, 
where the payment is classified as compensation of employees. 
However, ultimately, the funds are used to repair a capital 
asset. The asset class is shown in the Asset segment, where an 
entry is made under buildings and other fixed structures. 

In the following situations, note the entries:  

 If a department uses an outside contractor to undertake a current project (for 
example, to paint a school building), the entry in the Item segment will be made under 
goods and services. This reflects the immediate use of funds, namely the payment for 
maintaining a current good. However, the Asset segment shows the relevant asset 
category which in this case is a building; this reflects the ultimate use of funds.  
Chapter 5 gives more examples on outsourced projects. 

 If a department engages in a capital project on own-account (for example, building a 
new road), the entries for the two segments will be the same. The Item segment 
reflects the ultimate use of funds, namely purchase/construction of capital assets. In 

the Asset segment, the asset type is specified, which in this case is a fixed structure 
buildings and other fixed structures – Road (posting level possibly - ACCESS ROAD 

TAR. Both entries reflect the ultimate use of funds, namely the formation of a capital 
asset. Chapter 5 gives for more examples on own-account projects. 

 If a department engages in a current project on own-account (for example, 
resurfacing an existing road), the entries in the Item segment will again reflect the 
immediate use of funds, namely goods and services. However, in the Asset segment, 
the asset type is specified, which in this case is a fixed structure (buildings and other 
fixed structures - roads). This reflects the ultimate use of funds, namely works on an 
existing capital asset. 

 If a department acquires a capital component for an existing asset, the entry in the 
Item segment will reflect the immediate use of funds, namely, the purchase of the 
actual component under payments for capital assets: other machinery and 
equipment. However, in the Asset segment, the ultimate use of funds is shown and 
the entry is made under the existing asset to which the component will become part 
of or attached to. A relevant example is a motor vehicle engine; it will be allocated to 
other machinery and equipment and the Asset segment will be transport equipment, 
motor vehicles. Another example is the refurbishment of a government building that is 
provided with a new ventilation system. The asset classification in the Item segment 
is a ventilation system under other machinery and equipment. In the Asset segment, 
on the other hand, it is recognised that the new equipment adds to the value of the 
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building. Thus, it is classified as buildings and other fixed structures in the Asset 
segment. See Chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion on components.  

 If a department buys a current component for a capital asset (for example, a 
computer screen for a desktop computer), the entry in the Item segment will be under 
goods and services, assets less than R5 000. In the Asset segment, on the other 
hand, the payment will be allocated to the asset to which the component is attached, 
in this case other machinery and equipment. 

 If a department has entered into an operating lease for photocopier, the payment will 
be recorded in the Item segment under goods and services - operating leases, 

specifying the broad asset classes (OPERATING LEASE:OTHER MACH&EQUIP). The 
entry in the Asset segment reflects the relevant asset class at the lowest posting level 
- OFFICE EQUIPMENT. In the Asset segment, there is no distinction between minor 
assets and capital assets. In the Economic Classification, it will still be entered as 
goods and services. The Asset segment does not differentiate between leased and 
owned assets.   

 If a department has entered into a finance lease, the payment will be recorded in the 
Item segment as purchase/construction of capital assets in the relevant class of asset 
(e.g. FINANCE LEASES BUILDINGS). The entry in the Asset segment will reflect the 
relevant asset class (e.g. OFFICE BUILDINGS).  In the Asset segment, there is no 
distinction between minor assets and capital assets being leased.  The Asset 
segment does not differentiate between leased and owned assets. In the Asset 
segment, no distinction is made between minor assets leased and capital assets 
leased. All leases are allocated to Asset related. 
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4.8 Responsibility segment 

4.8.1 Introduction 

The Responsibility segment provides for the organisational allocation of costs incurred 
according to cost centres within the department. The set-up of the Responsibility segment 
usually follows the department’s organisational structure. The Responsibility segment is a 
non-standardised segment.  

Departments should ensure that there is no confusion or unnecessary duplication between 
the Responsibility and Regional segments. The Responsibility segment identifies the cost 
centre (the source of the funds), whereas the Regional segment identifies the location 
benefiting from the spending. Note that if a department’s organisational structure requires 
the inclusion of regional responsibilities, such responsibilities should be created, 
irrespective of the Regional segment. 

Below is a high level summary of the Responsibility segment: 

CONTROL RESPONSIBILITY 

  CONTROL RESP.(POST) 

DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

The control responsibility is the only standardised responsibility in this segment of the Chart 
of Accounts. This responsibility was created to be used with all assets and liability account 
types and also for capturing departmental budget opening journals. The financial system 
transaction processing rules also use the control responsibility for automatic postings.  

 

The key question in finding the appropriate classification code for 
this segment is, “to which cost centre should the transaction be 
allocated?” 
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4.9 Regional segment 

4.9.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this segment is to identify which region benefits from government spending. 
The regions are defined in great detail, down to individual municipalities and sometimes 
even to wards, depending on the need for this detail and the arrangement between 
departments and the relevant treasuries. It is important to note that the Regional segment 
identifies the beneficiary of the amounts spent.  

Below is a high level summary of the Regional segment: 

NON PAY:NO REGIONAL IDENTIFIER 

 
NON PAY:NO REGIONAL IDENTIFIER 

REGIONAL IDENTIFIER 

 
NAT FUNCTION:FOREIGN REGION 

 
NAT FUNCTION:WHOLE COUNTRY DOM 

 
REGION:PROVINCIAL 

  
EASTERN CAPE 

   
EC: WHOLE PROVINCE 

   
EC: METROS 

   
EC: MUNICIPALITIES 

    
SARAH BAARTMAN MUNICIPALITIES 

     
ALL MUNICIPALITIES:DC1 

     
EC11 DR BEYERS NAUDE LOCAL MUN 

     
EC16 SUNDAYS RIVER VALLEY 

     DC1 SARAH BAARTMAN DISTRICT MUN 

    
AMATOLE MUNICIPALITIES 

  
FREE STATE 

  
GAUTENG 

  
KWAZULU-NATAL 

  
LIMPOPO 

  
MPUMALANGA 

  
NORTHERN CAPE 

  
NORTH WEST 

  
WESTERN CAPE 

The Regional segment is only relevant for payment transactions. This fact notwithstanding, 
all transactions must be posted to this segment. Transactions in receipts and assets/liabilities 
should be posted to the item NON PAY:NO REGIONAL IDENTIFIER.  

 

The key question in finding the appropriate classification code 
for this segment is, “in which region is the service delivered and 
in which region is the beneficiary that benefits from the 
transaction?” 
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5 Details of the Regional segment 

 

The beneficiary is not the supplier providing the service but the 
recipient of the service; for example, a patient at a regional 
hospital in the Bojanala Platinum district municipality in 
Rustenburg will receive medicine purchased by the Department 
of Health in the North West and sent to that hospital, even if the 
supplier of the medicine is located in Gauteng. The provincial 
office is located in Mahikeng. 
 
The regional identifier will be NW373 RUSTENBURG. 

4.9.2.1. National functions: foreign region 

Spending should be allocated to this category when payments are made abroad. 
Departments should create sub-structures depending on the detail required, such as 
Zambia or Zimbabwe. This category should not be activated by provincial departments. 

 

Spending on embassies or military forces located abroad is a 
national function: foreign region. 

4.9.2.2. National function: whole country domestic 

This category is relevant when the spending benefits the country in general and it is not 
possible to distinguish specific benefits to any particular region.  

 

Spending on the Department of Defence should be allocated to 
this category. In addition, the administration of most national 
departments is normally entered here. 
Other examples could include salaries of the President and 
Commissioners. 

However, if a national department has a regional office, its transactions should be recorded 
under the appropriate provincial region. All spending on national assets, for example 
certain dams, should also be recorded as national functions: whole country domestic. If a 
transfer is made to a national public entity or institution with operations covering most of 
South Africa, the correct allocation of the entry also falls into this category. 

Departments should create substructures depending on the detail required. Provincial 
departments may not make entries under national functions: whole country domestic. 

4.9.2.3. Provincial regions 

The provincial regions category is divided into the nine provinces and further disaggregated 
into whole province, metros and municipalities. Further breakdown of the municipality is 
allowed, providing departments with the option to post the spending either to the whole 
municipality or to create a posting level item for a specific ward or wards.  
The Regional segment is not standardised by municipal ward. The National Treasury 
monitors the effectiveness of this decentralised approach in terms of the quality of data 
extracted periodically from the financial systems.  
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If the spending is intended to benefit the whole province, the item should be posted to 
whole province. 

 

The whole province is the beneficiary of spending allocated to the 
head office of a provincial health department and the item should 
be allocated to whole province without any further breakdown. 
The department would then have to allocate the spending to a 
posting level item for the whole province (called whole of 
province). 

The same principle applies to metros and municipalities. The posting level item for the latter 
is all municipalities. 

The Metros and Municipalities category provides for all transactions that can be allocated to 
this level. Within the Municipalities category, a posting level breakdown (All Municipalities: 
DC) is provided which should be used in instances where transactions are classified to 
specific municipalities in a region but not enough information is available to offer such a 
breakdown.  This category will include all transactions that benefit more than one 
municipality but are not related to the specific transactions of a District Council. 

4.9.3 Allocation principles 

All spending items should be allocated to the lowest relevant geographical unit of the 
intended beneficiary or beneficiaries. Thus, it is perfectly possible that spending by a 
national department should be allocated to a certain province in the regional identifier. 
Similarly, spending by a given municipality may be allocated to another municipality.  
 

 

 
If a department in a Metro in Gauteng buys schoolbooks intended 
for another Metro, the entry should apply to the beneficiary and 
not to the Metro that spends the funds. It is also important to note 
that there are several instances where there are many intended 
beneficiaries. In this case, spending should be allocated 
according to actual amounts spent on each. 
 

All spending items should be treated according to the principle of intended beneficiary. 
Thus, payments for capital assets intended for a hospital should be allocated to the regions 
in which the hospital provides health care services. Compensation of employees and goods 
and services should be recorded the same way. Transfers should always be allocated to 
the recipient(s) and not to the region where the payments is made.  

There are some instances where it is difficult to apply this principle in practice:  

 Sometimes institutions provide services to clients from areas or communities other 
than those they are intended to serve. Departments should not try to capture these 
dynamics unless there is a clear indication that a particular institution is systematically 
providing services to clients from a geographic area other than the one it is intended 
to serve. For example, it may be the case that a given high school is intended to 
serve the education needs of a given ward. However, in practice, 50 per cent of the 
learners are bussing in from an informal settlement in another ward where there is no 
high school. The department would need to consider dividing the expenditure on the 
school between the wards it is intended to serve and the ward where the informal 
settlement is located. 
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 If spending is intended for a given set of beneficiaries but there is not sufficient 
information available to allocate the spending correctly, one of two principles is 
relevant: 

- if the lack of information is expected to be temporary, the spending should be 
recorded at the next level above that of the intended beneficiaries. For example, if 
medicine will be distributed to a given set of Metros within a province but it is 
unknown how much will be awarded to each, the item should be posted to whole of 
province. When more precise information becomes available, the item should be re-
allocated accordingly.  

- if the lack of information is expected to be permanent, the spending should be 
allocated to the relevant regions according to the allocation principles stated below. 

 When departments make purchases in bulk, it is virtually impossible to identify the 
final beneficiary without proper inventory accounting. The spending should then be 
allocated to a region according to the allocation principles stated below. 

 Where a department needs to allocate payments across a number of provinces or 
Metros, it has three options: 

- allocate the payments equally among the provinces or Metros; 

- allocate the payments according to a fixed percentage based on the proportion of the 
services delivered in each province or district, or based on the population of the 
province or district; or 

- allocate transactions according to management’s decision of how the provinces or 
districts are benefitting from the services related to that particular payment. 

 Ideally, the department will use a combination of all three options. If it is not possible 
to do so, it should allocate the spending at the next level above that of the intended 
beneficiaries. 
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4.10 Conclusion 

This section demonstrates the different aspects of a transaction and how these are 
provided for in the segments and thus recorded in the financial system (BAS). The 
importance of the various segments is explained in great detail on accounts commonly 
used by departments. 

 

Comprehensive example 
The Department of Health purchases some anti TB medicines for 
all the TB hospitals in the Eastern Cape province. How will this 
transaction be allocated for using the segments of the Chart of 
Accounts? 

 

Infrastructure segment NON INFRASTRUCTURE: CURRENT / 

NON INFRASTRUT/STAND ALONE CUR 

Project segment NO PROJECTS /  

NO PROJECTS 

Objective segment EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE PAY OBJ /DEPARTMENT OF 
HEALTH /PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL SERVICES / 

TB HOSPITALS 

Fund segment DEPARTMENTAL APPROPRIATION/ VOTED FUNDS 
DISCRETIONARY/ DEPARTMENTAL VOTE /  

VOTED FUNDS 

Item segment INV MEDI:MEDICINE /  

INV MEDI:ANTI-TB MEDICINES 

Asset segment NON-ASSETS RELATED /  

NON-ASSETS RELATED 

Regional segment EC: WHOLE PROVINCE 

Note: 

The Responsibility segment is excluded from this example as it is a non-standardised 
segment in the Chart of Accounts. 


